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College freezes· Gamma Delta Pi sorority pledging 
By Jeff Selingo 
Amid allegations of violating pledging 
-guidelines, the Gamma Delta Pi sorority has 
decided to disassociate itself from Ithaca 
College and voluntarily move off-campus. 
Their decision stems from a letter from 
Traci Moody, assistant to .the director of 
campus activities and advisor to the Inter-
Fraternity Council {IFC), which stated "all 
pledge activities are suspended pending an 
investigation of allegations that have been 
brought to my attention. n 
Deanna Webb '93, Gamma Delta Pi 
president, received the letter after meeting 
with Moody April 9. 
Webb said the nature of the allegations 
have not been named to this date. 
Moody refused comment on the allega-
tions and Gamma Delta Pi. 
According to Webb, the sorority met April 
9, and decided to move off-campus. 
"We decided unanimously that we were 
no longer benefitting from staying on cam-
pus. It's a decision that we have been consid-
ering since our probation last year and de-
cided it was time to move," Webb said. 
In the spring of 1991, Gamma Delta Pi 
was brought up on five counts of violating 
campuspolicy, Webbsaid Threeofthecounts 
were dropped, Webb said, and the sorority 
Devilish dalliance 
,,, 
'· 
Ithacan/ Jay Tokasz 
Justin Burke, '95, twirls devil sticks on the academic qupd Friday, April 10, 
one of the first warm days of the spring. 
Rabies found -on campus 
By Sabina· Rogers 
Posters around campus say 60 percent of 
the raccoons around Tompkins County have 
rabies. 
According to Bob Holt, director of cam-
pus safety, a report of a rabid raccoon- on 
. campus was called in atabout6 p.m .• April 4. 
The raccoon was found in lower L-lot by the 
Tower and gym road. . . . 
The Ithaca Society-for the Prevention of 
."Cruelty to Animals was called: in, and they 
. -brougJlt the raccoon to the State Depanment 
;or Health in Albany tor rabies testing, Holt 
· saia: · 
He said the Department notified IC of the 
positive rabies test results of the raccoon 
April 10. The Department also said there was 
no apparent sign of contact between the rac-
coon and humans. 
Holt said a second report was called in on 
April 11 when a raccoon was found in M-lot 
chewing on i~own foot Wild Run Wild Life 
came to capture the raccoon and sent it to 
Albany for testing. Whether ox: not the rac-
coon has rabies has not yet been determined, 
but there is no indication of contact between 
the raccoon and humans. 
Holt said rabid animals "could J;,e any-
whereoncampus. "Healsosaidwann blooded 
animals,evencats, should be avoided~· ~sick 
animal may. be found foaming at the mouth, 
walking ~ circles or biting itself, and may 
haverabies. If ananimalissuspectedofbeing 
sick, notify Campus Safety imm~tely. 
. ' .. 
was put on probation for the remaining 
charges, which included the transporting of 
alcohol by minors and associating with off-
campus groups. According to Webb, under 
the terms of the probation, Gamma Delta Pi 
was not allowed to conduct rush in the fall of 
1991 or associate with the IFC. 
"We never went through a judicial hear-
ing or any other fonn of a hearing. Our rights 
were violated," Webb said. 
Gamma Delta Pi was allowed to conduct 
rush this semester and had one week left 
when Moody suspended pledging activities 
last Thursday. According to Webb, there 
were nine students in the pledge class, four 
who pulled out before the suspension. 
Following the sorority meeting last 
Thursday night, the 25 active members be-
gan to move all their possessions off--cam-
pus, Webb said. According to Webb, this 
included 26 composites, photo books, chairs, 
chests, rugs, lounge couches and a piano. At 
this time, no member has moved off-campus, 
According to Ted Perry ,advisor to Gamma 
Delta Pi, as of yesterday he did not receive an 
official written notice terminating the pledge 
process even though Moody told him that 
was the case in a phone conversation. 
"They apparently stopped pledging. I re-
See "Sorority," page 5 
Dining proposal 
faces opposition 
· Student congress seeks new options 
By Tom Arundel 
The Student Government Association 
(SGA) unofficially voted 34-6 against a 
proposal that would eliminate the use of meal 
cards in the snack bar, according to Lori 
Goldstein._vice president of campus affairs. 
In a mee.tiiig of the student congress 
Tuesday, April 14, members of SGA and the 
Residence Hall Assoc,iation (RHA) held a 
vote to determine the opinions of represen-
tatives,rather than the students they represent, 
Goldstein said. They also discussed possible 
alternatives to the proposal offered in a 
meeting last week by Howard McCullough, 
director of Dining-Services at Ithaca College. 
In McCullough's proposal, at least one 
dining facility would stay open at all times 
from 7 a.m. to 11 p.m, starting in the Fall 
1992 semester. This would mean eliminating 
the current meal card equivalency program 
in the snack bar after7:30p.m. due to financial 
restraints, Mc;:Cullough said. 
The idea of extending dining hall hours 
was spurred by several complaints from 
students who had classes which conflicted 
with_ meal hours, McCullough said. · 
· · "One of the proposals being discussed 
was extended hours in dining services, based 
on several suggestions to me that the time we 
serve is not appropriate," McCullough said. 
"[Srudents] suggested that there· be longer 
hours." 
According to McCullough 'sproposal, the 
hours of operation would rotate from one 
dining facility to another after regular meal 
hours ended Starting at 7 a.m., two dining 
facilities would open for breakfast. After 10 
am.,oneof thethreefacilites would continue 
to serve breakfast until 11 am., when all three 
facilities would open for lunch. 
At 1:30p.m., two dining halls would close 
and one would remain open for lunch until 
4:30 p.m., when all three would open for 
dinner. At 6:30 or 7 p.m., two would close 
again ancf one would remain open until 11 
p.m. McCullough saidhedidnotknow which 
dining halls would stay open at what times. 
He said students could still eat only three 
meals per day in the dining halls. 
. "There is not a reduction of services to our 
meal card patrons," McCullough said "It is 
anincreaseinservicesin terms of the number 
of hours." 
But _an influx of s~udents in the dining 
halls could greatly decrease business in the 
snack bar, since the dining halls would con-
tinue to serve unlimited seconds at no extra 
charge. 
"The value of the snack bar comes into 
question," McCullough said. "When the snack 
bar did not have an equivalency. program, 
there was no business after 9 p.m." 
·,. ·: McCu11ough, .who said a similar extended 
hours plan is used in other schools, said his 
proposal would equal the current system in 
cost At the April 14 student congress meet-
ing, representatives voted unanimously for 
extended dining hall hours, but almost unani-
mously against losing the equivalency pro-
gram in the snack bar, Goldstein said. 
"Student representatives were really in-
terested in [ extended dining hall hours] until 
we found out we'd be losing the equivalency 
program," Goldstein said. 
Dana Aaron, assistant vice president of 
studentaffairsandcampus life, will ultimately 
decide whether the proposal is passed, but 
said he always considers student feedback. 
"Anything they [dining services] do has to 
be approved by myself," he said "It is an 
expectation on my part that we get student 
input on this issue." 
McCullough said he made the proposal 
with the intent of receiving input and sug-
gestions from student representatives. 
"I twas aconsideration,"McCullough said. 
"The reason it was brought to the attention of 
SGA and RHA was to receive response and 
guidance." 
Student representatives discussed an al-
ternative proposal at the April 14 meeting, 
which would keep dining hall hours as they 
are now, but extend the equivalency program 
in the snack bar. Under this proposal.students 
would be able to use their meal cards in the 
snack bar when none of the dining halls were 
open, Goldstein said. 
"We will have to discuss [SGA'sproposal] 
with the assistant vice president Honestly. I 
think I've got a financial problem with that 
[the proposal]. And any service in_the snack 
barisgoingtocausecrowding,"McCullough 
said. 
Goldstein encouraged students to attend a 
dining service advisory committee meeting 
Thursday, April 16~ at 5:30 p.m. in the Ter-
race Dining Hall Conference Room to dis-
cuss more possibilities. She said, whether or 
not sbldent government will vote officially 
on a proposal, will depend on the outcome of 
this meeting. 
See "Dining balls," page 4 
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By Christopher Burke , success::-·.'.:-·: .. 
_,.I • • • 
"What changes, if any, do.you· think· should be· made· in. 
the hours,of the Snack Bar or the dining halls?" 
By Dr. ·Rosemary Clarke 
.Success is difficult to define 
because it's very personal. Suc-
cess means different things to dif-
ferent people. So, it's important to 
know what it means to you, be-
cause then you'll know how close 
you are to achieving success. 
Recognize that your visio·n is 
different frol!). h;lving goals. Vi-
sion creates zest, gives purpose to 
your life and provides obsession 
with bigger ideas. · 
Christa Reimels '93 
Sociology 
"I do think they should ex-
tend the hours of the dining 
hall, but not at the expense 
of the Snack Bar." . 
Peter Pagano '93 
Philosophy 
"I think the hours are fine. 
It's a lot eaiser to use your 
meal card at the Snack Bar 
than at the dining hall." 
New smoking policy to be tested 
By Sabina Rogers 
Due to the number of requests 
fornon-smoking living areas, three 
floors in various residence halls will 
be piloted as non-smoking floors, 
according to Bonnie Solt Prunty, 
assistant director of housing. 
She said one of these floors will 
be located in Hilliard Hall and the 
other two in the Terraces. 
Students presently living on 
these floors who want to squat their 
rooms for next year, but want the 
right to smoke, will be given dis-
placed student status, Prunty said. 
Those displaced students will be 
given the option of choosing a room 
I 
on a different floor in the same 
residence hall. 
Students and their guests will 
not be allowed to smoke in these 
areas, Prunty said. This includes no 
smoking in the residence hall rooms 
with the doors closed, she said, 
because smoke may escape from 
the room underneath the door and 
enter the hallway, thereby disturb-
ing residents wanting to live in a 
smoke-free environment 
"I think it will be a very popular 
living option," Prunty said. "There 
will probably be more demand for 
non-smoking living areas in the 
future.'1 
Jennie Teter '94 
TV/R 
"I think the hours of the 
snack bar should be ex-
tended so you can use 
your meal card in the af-
ternoon and on the week-
ends." 
Correction 
In "Opinions on 
GPA differences 
vary," in the March 
19 issue, Larry 
Metzger's title was 
incorrect. 
He is Director of 
Institutional Research 
and Enrollment 
Planning. 
We all know about people who 
achieve their goals but don't feel 
successful. 
Harry Newton in his book The 
Magic of Becoming Successful 
says "Success is a process, not the 
resulL It is the journey, not the 
destination." This implies that 
people who feel successful recog-
nize that goals are constantly 
changing. 
Decide for yourself how you 
want to be and what you want to 
be doing. That way you '11 make 
choices that are most suited to 
who you are. . 
Following this, keep in mind · 
Newton's four keys to success: 
'Y Have a clear .vision of what you 
want from life 
'Y Have an unshakable belief in 
yourself and your ability_ to 
achieve that vision 
'Y Have practical skills necessary 
to achieve that vision, and 
'Y Have a concrete, well thought 
out plan for .bringing your 
vision, your self confidence and 
your practical skills together. 
However, in order to ensure 
success -- the essential key is to 
have a vision. Our vision provides 
the direction of what we want from 
life! 
If you create a vision and you 
are living it, the enthusiasm you 
exhibit is often contagious. It af-
fects other people. 
Your vision excites you much 
more than having any one spe-
cific goal. Goals are what allow 
us to measure our progress to-
ward our vision. 
Many people never find their 
vision because they never seek it. 
Here are some ideas that may 
help you find yours: 
'Y Ask yourself if you are happy 
being what you are being. What 
would you really envision being 
or doing? 
'Y What would you do if you had 
one year to live? one month? one 
week? one day? one hour? 
'Y List all the things you'd like to 
door be-no matter how far out. 
Often there are clues and patterns 
in what we list. List everything 
you want 
It may take some time to find 
your special vision. Or you may· 
find' you have different visions at 
different times of your life. 
When you find yours, you will 
know it because it will excite you 
very deeply. Following close be-
hind will be the success you de-
sire. 
Dr. Rosemary Clarke is a coun-
selor at the Ithaca College Coun-
seling Center. 
HALF OF THE PEOPLE 
WHO READ THIS AD 
WONTGETINTO 
LAW SCIIIII.. 
To find out how the be~er half gets into 
the law school of their choice, call Rankin. 
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· --.-.-.-.-.-.-._·--~;._:· ---::~- _.-:· _-.- ·.-._-_.· · · .-•. ·.-.-.~------i:·.-.·.-.-.-_ -.-.-.-:····Ithaca aluninus--calls on· studentsto·volunteer time;·· Taking the IDlba b\i.:e: join ~ulti~ldti;Irol ofganiz:at{ons, bilild a\V~iiess 
By Kristine Faxon···.' .. ; · For ·exam_pl~;·BYIQq•;tised an ' . . '. . ' . . . . .. pointeilhat teaching is not a high 
Insubm~~~.~17-)'~-: analogy of overhearing a friend ."/ say-to people-that careerchoiceamongstudents,and 
oldboy-~e°(1!1~,·B~g~r~ng, speakfluentSpanis~on,th~pti9~. don't believe in it asked,"Whoisgoingtoteach?Who 
pointed.a~· ;it·~otJt~ 17-year_- . When he asked her how inany '{multiculturalism], is going to be taught?" 
oldboyandas!cedhimtohand~ver years she had studied Spanish in 'Leave ft alone. Sit He said thefirststeptoward be-
his mon~y. After the money ex- school, she responded by saying coming more culturally aware is to 
changed hands; the boy shot the she had never learned it in school, back, ignore it, let it start by siinply talking about it to 
other one·anyway, at point blank but had picked it up from friends sneak up on us'." familyandfriends.Thesecondstep 
range. and neighbors. -Dennis Byron, IC's is to join an organization, saying 
According to Ithaca College's Heurgedstudentstotakeaction S~ond Visiting that institutions are "the glue that 
Second Visiting Multicultural Fel- towards multiculturalism in edu- Multicultural Fellow holds society together,"he said. 
low,DennisByron,everyon~isre- cation by saying, "What are you __________ Byron asked the audience to 
sponsiblefortheenvironmentaland going to do? What can you do? [multiculturalism] than the reac- witness the "Atlanta Project" that 
social climates that led to this You can all help." Byron said that tive side of it" Jimmy Carter started one day when 
event . byvolunteering,people would learn Byron said, "Students now have he had seen too much homelessness, 
Byron, who earned a bachelor's about the spirit of the community. tremendous challenges in front of teen pregnancies, AIDS, drugs in 
degree in physical education from Byron had a message for those them."Hesaidthesechallengesare infants and other social problems. 
lthacaCollegein 1971,cametothe against multiculturalism. He said, tougher than any challenges he He asked, "When will you have 
Roy H. Park School of Communi- "I say to people that don't believe faced when he was a student, and enough?" 
cations Auditorium April 9, to dis- in it, 'Leave it alone. Sit back, ig- again encouraged students to take Referring to the Burger King 
cuss the necessity for multicultural nore it, let it sneak up on us'." action. · story, he said, "We don't have to 
education in institutions of higher He referred to multiculturalism Byron said, sensitive students wait for personal tragedy to moti-
learning. sneaking up on people ~e the au~ and teachers can make the change. vate us enough to do something." 
"Multiculturalism is going to be tomobile industry snuck up on "We need to produce professionals He then asked students to "begin 
there whether we want it to be or people.He said, "I would rather be who are culturally aware," he said. to make a change. Invest time and 
not," he said. on the proactive side. of it However, he said he was disap- money that can help students be-
FREE PARKING 
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Center Ithaca 
Parking Garage with WM-FX33 
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CD Player 
System 
CFD-460 
comecaringprofessionals." Byron : 
suggested that community service 
is required to "raise consciousness · 
and make a difference." . 
!'Ithaca is not a perfectplace, but 
itisa perfect place to start," he said. 
Byron ended the talk by reading a 
piece about failure, which encour-
aged people to take risks. 
Gregory DuQuella '92, who 
heard Byron speak for the second 
time, said he liked the poem, and he 
said he felt it encouraged people 
"not to be afraid to try." 
Nina Hamilton '95, said, "We 
shouldn't take failure so hard. We 
should all take risks. It's because 
society has made failure such a bad 
thing." 
Jill Teeters '92, said she enjoyed 
Byron "very much so, because he 
talked not only about himself, but 
about others taking an opportunity 
to help those less fortunate and 
giving something back to the com-
munity that brought them up." 
,, 
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Blood drive- to- beriefit .. f or-me·r· .IC -stude:nt -
• • • • ' • • : .. ' • .. • ', ,'"- I J '. ', • r 
By Avi Schaeffer 
Melanie Benenson should currently be 
attending classes at IC as a junior physical 
therapy major. However, in the spring of 
1991, Benenson contracted Aplastic Ane-
mia, a fatal leukemia-like disease, and was 
forced to leave college. 
Benenson needs a bone marrow ttansplant 
in order to survive, according to· IC students 
Kerry McAuliffe and· Janet Newsholme. 
Students have a 1 in 20,000chanceof actually 
matching Benenson 's bone marrow, 
McAuliffe said. 
McAuliffeandNewsholmeareplanning a 
blood drive April 24, from_ 10 a.m. until, 5 
p.m. o~ the balcony of the Terrace Dining 
Hall. Students interested in being tested to "We've been best friends since we were 
detennine if they match Benenson's-bone freshmen. We're tired of just.sitting around 
marrow type can pr~register for the drive in being unable to do anything but pray f~r a . -
· the Qunpus Center April 16, from 10 a.m. to match 'to be found," McAuliffe said. · -
2 .Cost bas been the main obstacle to the -p.m. 
The test requires interested students to blood-drive. McAuliffe and ~ewsholme or· . 
donate two tablespoons of blood. McAuliffe ganized various fundraisers on and off cam· 
stressed that no bone marrow would be ex· pus in order to raise money, as well as so. 
tracted during the tesL liciting donations and organizing a recent · · 
After each student's blood is tested, the massage-a-thon. It costs $45 to test each 
results will beenteredinanationalcomputer student's blood to detennine if they match 
database. If someone tested matches Benenson's marrow type. 
Benenson's·bone marrow type, they will un· McAuliffesaid, "ff[Benenson] comes out 
dergo several additional tests, and then be of remission, which may happen· at any m~ 
given the option of actually donating their ment, death is almost certain unless she re· 
bone marrow to Benenson, McAuliffe said. ceives a bone marrow transplanL" 
. Photo courte~-ofKerry McAulitte 
Melanie Benenson 
.. 
Dining ha~ls -_ ----Ithacan announces 1992-93 and summer staffs , Continued from page 1 
Ithacan staff for 1992-93 _ Editor in Chief for 1992-93, Jim "A lot of possibilities ?re being investi-
Editor in Chlef ................................................................ Jim Fenno Fenno, announced the staff .&or next gated and student input is being sought .. 
Managing Editor ................................................. Beverly Goodman .l' Goldstein said. "Nothing is set in stone." · 
Advertising Director ............................................... Eric Stasiowski year's Ithacan Tuesday, April 14. Students briefed on the proposal reacted 
Assistant Advertising Managers ...... Hilary Walton, Monica Olivio "Thenewstaffhassomeexcitingideas differentlytoiLLeroyTrenczer'92, works in 
B · Ma C .& Th · d ·a1 the snack bar in the afternoon. usmess nager ....................................................... Jason ole .1ornextyear. ere1sgoo potentt .. 1 , . 1 th Cl if"ed /C · Ed't B . ts not gomg to so ve e problem of ass I s om1cs I or....................................... rett Bossard for the paper to·grow," he said. people missing meals," Trenczer said, "I 
News Editors .......................................... Jacki Donati, Jeff Selingo know people who come to the snack bar at 
Entertainment Editor ................................................ Chris Gervais • nightbecausetheydon'tlikethedinnerbein,, 
Assistant Entertainment Editor ............................ Aaron Williams served in the dining hall." "' 
Sports Editors ................................. Scott Matthews, Scott Matson NavarreJoseph '93, was enthusiastic about 
Editorial Page Editor ....................................... William Rubenstein Applications for assistant editor the proposal."! think it's a really good idea:· 
Photo Editor ....................................................... Christopher Burke positions in news and sports are still Joseph said. "The only inconvenience I can 
Copy Editor ............................................................ Tracy Bernstein being accepted for 1992-93. Stop by think of is if you're a smoker." 
the Ithacan office, room 269 in the In order for a final proposal to be passed, Summer Ithacan staff - McCullough must first receive input from 
Ed·t · Ch' f Park School of Communications. 1 or m. 1e .................................................... Beverly Goodman representatives of SGA and RHA as well a, 
News Ed1_tor ....................................... ~ .......................... Jeff Selingo Sales Representative applications _ the Food Service Advisory Committee, ac-
Photo Editor ......................................................... Katherine Brown should be marked to the attention of · cording to Aaron. Aaron said he will thcr. 
Advertising Director ................................................... Kristen Card Eric Stasiowski, advertising director. ,_ receive this feedback and ultimately decici-: 
=~-==-=-=----------------rE~:;i:-,;s;;~:;~::;~;;~:;°i;~::;;;~:;-,:;-,:;~~:;--:;~~~~:;;;;~::;~-::;-:;;~~:;~:;-=~-;:~::;;:;:w:;h=e=ither the_proposal is passed. 
rs20ff-WorTien~;s,-6-Haircuts1 
: or_ $1 ~ff Men's $13 Haircuts. : 
\ C Convenient\y \ocated at The Commons I 
1 u on the second floor of Center Ithaca. I 
I Men's,Stylin.g, 272-4370 : 
I -t Women s Styhng, Center Ithaca I 
I "b and Perms. The Commons 1 L~-~~---~~~q~~-----~ 
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257-1122 
North Triphamnier Rd.- -
1000 feet past Pyramip Mall 
-Mon., Wed., Sat. 
10-5:30 
Thurs.,.Fri. 10-9 
Sundays 11-4 -
10' Panel Van 
1 room or mo:-e 
a 
12'-15' Moving Van 
2 rooms or more 
Leaving School 
Has Never Been So Easy 
Make The Grade -Rent Ryder 
• Guaranteed Reservations 
• Newer Trucks • AH Sizes 
• Nationwide 24 Hr Road Service 
• 7 Days a Week 
• Loading Ramps 
Moving 
Accessories 
• Easy to-Drive -
• C~r Towi~i E9uipment 
• Air Cond1tlonmg, Power Steering 
• AM/FM/Cassettes 
11,• • ·- ._ • • ' I I ~ 
.. ) ....... . THE 11'H'ACAN ' S 
. .. ... ~ ~ . . .. ' .. 
Int~rpships,jt_.b.s·: a\73ilabl~-: des:pite . . ' recession<·. 
By Liz ~e. R~.' :: . '.' .. ' . 'f'1e office. ~as· _listings, of an: .. sider niany factors when looking 
_ . Even m.~1dst o~:1r~s1?!1'.· ,. -~o.11:11ced vacancies m various busi- fot an 'internship or si.inifi.1ei' job. 
there ar~~1~'b,s and mteJ;lls,hips,. 11e;s~. as we~ as ~e alumni career · One of the most important factors is 
available ~·~dents who lootcJo'r· network; This network allows ~tu- to assess 'your personal goals and 
them. · ";\ '. ·-', dents to contact alumni about pos- · skills in 'order to determine what 
OnApril:14~theOfficeofCareer sible interriships and summer jobs typeofjobyouwouldbebestsuited 
Planning and Placement and Cam- in fields of interest to the student for, she said. 
pus ~ecruiting sponsored a work- Francis Mosco, a career infor- According to Mosco.other fac-
: sh~ entjtled "How to find an in- ~ationspecialist,saidgettingcredit torstoconsiderare: whatyouenjoy 
: -temship or summer job . ., for an internship is very difficult at doing; whatenvironment you would 
Thisisthelastinaseriesofsuch Ithaca College, unlike most other liketoworkin;ifyouareinterested 
wo~kshopsthathavetakenplaceon schools. Each major at Ithaca Col- in a corporate culture or an entre-
. campus throughout last semester lege has different requirements that preneurial culture; where you would 
and this semester. must be met in order to get credit like to work; and whetheryou would 
While attendance at the work- However, according to Mosco, like to work indoors or outdoors. 
shopwasrequiredforsomeclasses, internshipsareoneofthebestways It is also important to watch 
most of the students who partici- to gain experience in a particular current events. Often a business in 
pated were interested in finding a field prior to graduation. While they the process of opening a new de-
summer job. are usually unpaid, an internship partment or location will be in need 
The Office of Career Planning canmakestudentsmoremarketable of temporary employees, Mosco 
andPlacementcanhelpinallaspects and gives them a chance to observe said. These businesses may be in-
of the job search process, from the r_equirements and expectations terested in hiring college students 
writing a resume to finding the right within a business, Mosco said. while they get the new business 
contacts and job opportunities. Mosco advised students to con- going. 
· The Office of Career Planning 
and Placement and Campus Re-
cruitingalsosponsorotherprograms 
on successful interviewing.resume 
writing, senior services and gradu-
ate school decisions. The programs 
run from October to April.All IC 
students can use these services, as 
well as the library of information in 
the Career Planning office. 
They provide information on 
what can be done with a major in 
each school, as well as individual 
career counseling, peer career 
counseling, career assessment tools, 
mock interviews, credentials ser-
vice, on-campus recruitment and 
career fairs. 
The Campus Recruiting office 
coordinates all the recruiters, both 
on-andoff-campus. Theyalsohave 
the kiNexus service, which is the 
country's largest and fastest grow-
ing national computerized database 
of students and alumni seeking 
employment 
This database tries to connect 
interested candidates with employ-
ers. In order to take part in this 
service, a registration form must be 
filled out in the recruiting office. 
The recruiting office also helps 
seniors in their search for a job. 
This year, 350 seniors registered in 
the office to take part in the re-
cruiting process. There are about 
115 organizations that recruit on 
and off-campus, including military, 
business and graduate schools. 
Since the office opened last year, it 
has doubled the number of organi-
zations that recruit from Ithaca 
College, saidJ ulieRojek, employer 
relations coordinator. 
The Office of Career Planning 
and Placement and Campus Re-
cruiting are located on the ground 
floor of the Gannett Center. 
Sorority---
continued from page 1 
Wednesday, April 15. Solutions for the political system 
Cornell professor encourages mixing politics and economics 
ceived a letter from the sorority 
saying they want to move off cam-
pus, however, I have yet to receive 
a letter from Traci. How long does 
ittakeforalettertogofromPhillips 
Hall to the science building?" Perry 
said. According to Perry, he had not 
been infonnedofthechargesagainst 
the sorority. 
Of the original nine pledges, 
seven students have met with 
Moody concerning the pledging 
process, according to Michelle · 
Caron '95, one of the pledges ·who By Susana Matsumoto cal theory. From an economic point into consideration that statistically, 
met with Moody April 14. Political and economic realms ofview,twowaysexisttoimprove the amount of U.S. voters is not 
Sharon Policello, director of 
campus activities, would not com-
mentonthecurrentstatusof Gamma 
Delta Pi, however. she commented 
on the role of the IFC. 
"I walked into the meeting with differ in the way that they approach ourselves. One is to engage in mar- much different from other coun-
a tape recorder and placed itnextto social problems.According to ket transactions, another is to en- tries. On the other hand, Macey 
me. When· she noticed the recorder Jonathan R. Macey, the best solu- courage individuals to obtain wealth said, the economists would say that 
she stopped the meeting and told tion is to mix politics and econom- through transfers. it is amazing to see the large num-
me 1--eould not keep it on. When I ics in order to solve our problems. "If you don't follow the eco- ber of people who have voted. 
refused to tum the tape off, she told Macey, professor of Law at nomic assumptions as a politician, Inarecentinterview,Maceysaid 
me themeetingwouldnotcontinue CornellUniversity,spokeaboutthe ____ you won't survive," Macey said the American political system was 
and I left," Caron said. issue of "What Is Wrong With The He said if politicians cannot adequate because it favors democ-
''The IFC is a coordinating group 
for the Greek organizations. Every 
pledge signs an agreement in the 
understanding that they agree to the 
process and the constitution. We 
[campus activities] want to make 
According to Karie Menighan American Political System" from maximize their political support, racy. 
'94, one of two Gamma Delta Pi aneconomicviewpointatWilliams they would not stay in office and According to Macey, thePoliti-
representatives to IFC, she an- Science Building April 15. would be displaced in the political cal Corr~tness Movement was 
nounced at the meeting Tuesday Macey discussed the roles that arena. formed by a group of college pro-
night that Gamma Delta Pi wished politicalscienceandeconomicsplay Macey said that according to the fessors. This movement does not 
to disassociate with Ithaca College in the American political system. polls, American people hate con- alter the democracy of the U.S. -po-
and will move off-campus; Both disciplines set assumptions as gress as a group, but as individuals litical system. · 
M · · nh - 'd '':Thi; • th · to now the human behavior works. they_ are loved because congress- He also said the country will be ·sure aiI tlie students, in any organi-
-zation, realize what they are getting ,, ~016!.aJl,sru. , - s 
18 e.~- · · · , · h I fi ealth economically better off if it is run 
ond time that our rights have been · He aiso ·wd these disciplines, if men e P trans er w . 
into," Policello said. · · th J k Ma .,..,;d experts 1·n political b" Republicans and a liberitarian v1'olated. Last time we.were guilty isolated' one from one o er, ac cey .,... J 
· · · bo t how a small economic policy would be the best Julie Ludwig, president of the 
Inter-Fraternity Council, did not re-
turn calls made toherbyTheithacan 
before being found innocenL Toe powertoexplainhumanbehaviors. science moan a u 
· ta f Amer1·cans vote solution to improve the conditions whole incident has been handled According to Macey, economic percen ge o · 
very unprofessionally." theory has more power than politi- Macey said the experts do not take ,.o_f_th_is_c_o_un_try_. -------, 
We'd like to show you a path 
._that·,Qfte.n holds ttie g~atest reward. 
: '~ ' ' , ~ ~ . . . . ' 
Rewarding careers for people 
whocare. 
Down the road a few years from now, 
you're going to be glad you chose a 
career path today that's right in the heart 
of Boston. It's Northeastern University's 
Boston-Bouve College of Human Devel· 
opment Professions-the smart choice 
that leads to a greater reward for people 
who really care. 
The graduate programs offered by 
Boston-Bouve College provide you with 
a wide range of career opportunities in 
health,sport, and leisure stu?ies! reh~bil-
itation counseling, commurucat1on dis-
orders: and .;ducation. 
Our faculty have received national and 
.intemational recognition for their research, 
teaching and service to others and to 
their profession. Boston-Bouve College 
has well-established,clinlcal affiliations 
with some of Boston's leading medical, 
educational and research facilities. 
Study.may lead to a master's degree, · 
certificate of advanced graduate study 
(CAGS), or doctoral degree.~ pro-
grall'.IS are offered on a part·ttme ss well 
as full-time basis, combining classroom 
theory with practical hands-on experi-
ence. Courses meet in the late afternoon 
and early evening, so students can con-
tinue to work. 
Graduate programs are offered in the 
following areas: 
Audiology 
Clinical Es:erclse Physiology 
College Student Personnel Work 
&Coonsellng 
Consulting Teacher of Reading 
Counseling Psychology 
Currlculwn & Instruction 
Educational Research 
Human Development 
Human Resource Counseling 
Human Services Speclallst 
Recreation, Sport & Fitness 
Management 
Rehablllu.tlon Co1111Seling 
School Counseling 
School Adjustment Counseling 
School Psychology 
Speech-Language Pathology 
Special Education· 
Teacher Preparation 
Call (617) 437-2708, or write Graduate 
School, Boston-Bouve College of Human 
Development Professions, 107 Dockser 
Hall, Northeastern University, Boston, 
MA 02115. Because some of life's greatest 
rewards come to those who care. 
Boston-Bouve 
College 
Northeastern 
University 
An equal opponunlty/affinnative action university. 
CARMITA'S 
! ·:COVE CONSIGNMENT SOOP . . Formals and ..J. semi-/ ormals 
We buy and sell new and nearly-new 
women's fonnal wear and much more. 
Did you only get to wear that special 
dress once? Tired of your clothes? Bring 
us yours and buy some morel 
111 West State St., Ithaca 
~ We can.help 
~ youfind 
MONEY 
FOR 
COLLEGE 
Every Student is Eligible 
for Financial Aid 
• Comprchcnslvo Dmabaao • over 200,000 
listings represent over $10 billion In private 
oector finnncinl aid. 
• Euy To u., - we match up Btwlenta to 
awards baaod on information provided 
including career plans, family heritage, 
and academic lnte:reala. 
• Unique Awarda. our research department 
has located 1eholarship1 for golf caddies, 
left.handed Btudenla, cheerleaders, non-
1111011:cra, and more. 
• Guarantee• we will find at leaBt _,. 
10~1 ofprivalb aedor financial aid, or 
we will rd'undyourmaney. 
For more information and 
our FREE brochure, 
1>lease complete and mail 
the coup·on below. 
PI-;~ ~c1 FREE~~-
I .ship info:i;mation to: 
I Na111e: Addral:---------1 C!J: . Sblle:-Zlp:-1 
· I Yur1n~1:-. -.. ----- ·- I 
. l'bou:( ) . . 
I Mall to: COLLEGE FVNI> 1'1NDMS I 
L lO!t HORTON RD. _J NEwnELD, NY 14867 
--------
' 
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Campus Safety<·L~g· ' -. WHAT'S THE A~SWER~ 
. . The· fQllowing incidents are among 
thtise reported to The Ithacan by the IC 
Office6f Poblic lnfonnation, based solely 
on-repo~ from the Office of Campus 
Safefy: ·:. 
Anyone with any information re-
garding these entries is encouraged to 
contact the Office of Campus Safety. 
Unless otherwise specified, all reported 
incidents remain under investigation. 
Friday, Aprll 3 -
Thursday, April 9, 1992 
Friday, Aprll 3 
TThree students were referred for judi-
cial action for placing a crank phone call 
to ICTV on April 1. 
T A non-sl!Jdent was arrested for tres-
passing and unlawful possession of 
marijuana after a previous warning to 
stay off campus. 
TThe Ithaca Fire Department re-
sponded to Dillingham Center for a fire 
alarm after a smoke detector was set off 
by a theater fog machine. 
Saturday, April 4 
TOfficers responded to the fire lane 
area between Hood and Hilliard halls 
upon a report of a person with a leg 
injury. Bangs Ambulance transported 
the patient for treatment at Tompkins 
Community Hospital. 
TA student was referred for JUdrcral 
actJon and a non-student was ordered 
off campus after an attempt to fraudu-
lently obtain a college identification card 
from the Validine Office. 
Sunday, April 5 
TOfficers responded to West Tower 
upon a report of two people in a highly 
intoxicatedcondition. Bangs Ambulance 
transported the two non-students for 
treatment at Tompkins Community 
Hospital. In addition, a student respon-
sible for the actions of the pair was 
referred for judicial action. 
TA student filed a complaint regarding 
the theft of the student's vehicle license 
plate this date. Student stated that un-
known person or persons removed the 
Vermont ET-787 license plate while the 
vehicle was parked in C-Lot. 
..-Toe Ithaca Fire Department responded 
to Garden Apartment 27 upon a report of 
smoke. Smoke was determined to be 
caused by a towel that had been placed 
too close to a lit stove burner. No fire, 
injuries or damage occurred. 
Monday, Aprll 6 
TA staff member filed a complaint re-
garding the theft of a Pachner bassoon 
from the ground floor area of Ford Hall 
between April 1 and 2. Value of the 
bassoon is $11,000. 
TA complaint was filed regarding an 
injury suffered by a student who fell on 
campus April 1. 
TA student filed a complaint regarding 
the theft of a Smith Corona typewriter 
from the third floor study lounge ofTer-
race9B. The typewriter, valuedat$200, 
was stolen between March 28 and 29. 
Tuesday, April 7 
• A student was referred for judicial 
action after being found in possession of 
a fraudulent parking decal. In addition, 
the student's vehicle was towed from the 
campus. 
TA student filed a complaint regarding 
the theft of the student's jacket, valued 
at $40, from the Ford Hall auditorium 
area. Student reported that the theft 
occurred at about10:15 p.m. Apnl 6. 
• A student was referred for Judicial 
action for the possession of fireworks 
and marijuana on campus. 
•Officers responded to Hill Center upon 
a report of a person who had an ankle 
injury. No assistance was rendered as 
the patient obtained private transport for 
treatment 
TA complaint was filed after someone 
set fire to pieces of paper on the third 
floor balcony ofT allcott Hall. No damage 
or injuries occurred. 
Wednesday, April 8 
TA student filed a complaint regarding 
the possible theft of the student's wallet 
containing driver's license, credit cards 
and miscellaneous personal papers. 
. -
Student reported the Wi3llet wa!, appar-
ently stolen from an l.lnknoWn .CilmPl,IS. 
location on April 7. 
TA student filed a complaint regartling 
the the ft of the student's walletcontaining 
approximately $4, a credit card and 
miscellaneous personal papers. The 
student reported the unattended wallet 
was stolen at about noon this date from 
an area near Mac's General Store. 
TA student filed a complaint regarding 
the theft of the student's jacket containing 
the student's room keys and a small 
amount of cash. Student reported that 
the jacket was stolen from the Muller 
computer room between 4:15 and 4:30 
p.m. this date. 
Thursday, April 9 
TA complaint was filed regarding a sus-
picious person observed on the seventh 
floor of West Tower. Person was seen 
loitering in the hallway and was de-
scribed as being a white male with a 
white baseball cap, curly black hair and 
wire-rim glasses. The male was wearing 
a black wool-type trench coat, possibly 
with shorts underneath, and ·sneakers. 
TOfficers responded to West Tower 
upon a report of a person with a back 
injury. Bangs Ambulance responded and 
transported the palient to Tompkins 
Community Hospital for treatment. 
•Officers responded to the Towers Din-
ing Hall area upon a report of a person 
having chest pains. Bangs Ambulance 
responded and transported the patient 
to Tompkins Community Hospital for 
treatment. 
Safety Tip: 
Students who are making arrange-
ments for the summer storage of their 
property are encouraged to investigate 
the company with which they intend to 
do business. . 
Students should make sure the 
company is reputable and insured, and 
that the company provides you with a 
contract that indicates where the prop-
erty is being stored, who is responsible 
for that property and when the property 
will be returned to you. 
Get to know the 
new Domino's Pizza! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
It's better all 
the way around! 
CALL US! 
273-0111 elNOBODY .. KNOWS . LIKE 
· · .DOMINO'S~ 
How You Like ~zza .At Home. 
M:d~~~~~:z~-~~;e-;i:~:~ 
only ! only $7.25 
I expires 4/29/92 
$4.75 
II I • I expires 4/29/92 · : ., 
I llald•~-lllly Nolva111..,,.,,,,-- Pncosmayvay.Qmmner I -·~-any. Nol--""-""" Pncesmavvar, _ 11-"'*"IDwlterollJIIIClllle.-, .... lmledlo..,...salednmg ~- IIIIS'*"lll""""'IJlllallle_Dol,ory .... krl!od10.,,,...safe111Mng O\Jrc!n,m 
TRAVEL 
.. ~ 
. ·1F WE DON'T KNOW, we FIND OUT.-··-;· . 
WE HAVE A VAST TRAVEL LIBRARV,:,: -~--
WHICH INCLUDES VIDEOS YOU CAN :_.' •, 
VIEW AT HOME. - '· · 
CALL AND ASK FOR DETAILS. 
277-3133 
YOUR SOURCE FOR THE LOWEST PRICES 
****:t* -;·,t* *-1-""*-i ... ~ >.: i;, , ;, '~ +-***'"t*·**'* ?~ :j-,t . .;.; ; , : • ! , ; . : 
* . 
S&F 
TOURS 
HOP ABOARD 
~ 
-1.· 
* -j(-
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* ~ NYC/PORT AUTHORITY ! 
~ HEr_.,'IPSTEAD/ROOSEVELT FIFI[) ! 
~ ROCKAWAY/PARK & RIDE ! 
S25oNEWAY 
/ -- - {r :-..:,,--, 
,, .. ·, -DEPARTURES: ' 
. ~~ \. ~ 
':~~·1 __ .. ;~\. THURSDAY 4/16-FRIDAY 4/17 ~~.-:-:~ .. 
<.fi . .-·:-· RETURNS: -..:.~W. 
.i l/ SUNOAY 4/19 /JJ::(· · 
*'·- ., ==--------=--====--==---;.....~· .,, __ 
* 
* -; 
+ 
-; 
-; 
~ 
~ 
! [3[•11•] For More ! 
: VIM · · · Information ! 
! Call 257-2660 ! 
: 257-2277 ! 
* * : l:.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;l,I ! 
! SWARTHOUT &: FERRIS Inc. ! 
! 115 Graham Road, Ithaca, NY E 
* * 
************************************************: 
I SfANLEy H. KAPLAN 
c&r Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances carr"'" lllal l20,00. Our <lmels.,. rd penai2"d lot Im del,enos ~less a., $2000. Our !!men are l1CII J)O!IWl!d for,.,, Clehvenes 
--------~ --------
2 Medium Pizzas . 2 Large Pizzas 
Livel instruction! Individualized tutorin 
I • Classes for June exams begin 
: only $9.00 : only $14.00 
I • I • I expires 4/29/92 . e : expires 4!29/92 : e 
I ____ ..,,""'*-""""'"'-·-may,aryc.-n., I ____ ,_, .... _...,..,_ .... ___ . __ PIII-ID--llllwry--10-'*clr""'OOur- "--,-·-
•_ can, Ins t!lat RODD Our-.S are"" - ro, 1,., °""""" IIIIS ... ID_,....._, __ _,_,,.,ullldnmg llwdrws 
, canyleSSl!lat_RIIDOOW-.,.IICll-brllle_,., 
April 30th fo~ GRE, May 9~-for GMAT, -
Ma 16th for LSAT... . _ . 
Summer classes ru1:1 late J1:1ne through early August. 
For more information, please call: 
277-3307 
Or stop in at our NEW LOCATION 
127 W. State St., Ithaca · ' 
. - . 
.. :·DRJVE··JN UPDATE 
Thi!:StudentActi.vities Board Film Committee 
. Proudly Presents 
Ithaca College's First Ever "Free" Drive-In Movie 
· starring 
a Martin Scorsese Picture 
Friday April 24, 19,2 
(Raindate: Saturday, April 25, 1992) 
Film starts at 8 p.m~, admission is FREE!, 
The event will be held in 0-Lot (North side Park School) 
+ O-lot will be closed at exactly 5 p.m. the day of the event. 
~--... --~~ '_· - - . ,:,_ - ¥., ~-· ~ -. -_ - :· . - --
+ Cars will be allowed to re-enter between 6-6:30 p.m. to park for the film. 
+ Concessions will be· sold. New York State Laws and Ithaca Colle1:e 
re1:ulations prohibit alcohol at this event, This will be strictly enforced. 
+ The film will be projected onto the north side of the Park Building and 
broadcast on AM radio band 600. 
+ Cars are not required for entrance (but bring beach chairs and radios). 
+ Entrance for individuals without cars is at 7 p.m. 
+ Car-pooling is suggested to be able to provide space for all those wishing to attend. 
•;-, 
FILMS PRESENTS 
''BREATHTAKING!~ 
nvo ENTHUSIASTIC THUMBS UP, WAY [P . .1 
'BEAUIT AND THE BEAST' is 
Disney's crowning achie\'ement and 
probably the greatest animated film 
of all time.,t I liked it more than 
'THE LITTLE \IER\l\ID'. This is 
up there with 'Cl~DERELU.', 
'Pl'.\OCCHIO', e.\·en 'S:\OW WHITE'. 1• 
****' 0~ A SCALE OF I TO IO. 
IT'S..\.\ ll!·J" 
I, l1oe.,,1ct;d t,OOl>\10it,l'\1, \\II kit.\ 
;.,J~HI ,\ I N~NI 
; Jrni "'i\,1JJ t:H' H. \llll I '\I-- IV.t IH.t\ 
" \H., I l.1n. l ~\ I Ill)" 
:;. .t,.1n I ~.1·1t,11,1 ~\Ht -I"\, 111-.. \'\1,t-J I "I 
~~fSNEf Pl( I l RI .... 
Be8Uty 
Be8St 
Th<' mo\f heauu/itl 
Ion· 1/0/'\' era 10/d. 
r,,1 w111 D,u,, Comp an, 
. Quality Films and More _of Them! 
JFK 
r-----·-------- -------·:.«!, I FRIDAY-April 17 · SATURDAY-April 18 I 
I 6:~~.m. 6:~~.m. I 
I 9:oo p.m. 9:~~.m. I 
I Mnf~uT MIDNIGHT I 
I 2ND ANNUAL 2ND ANNUAL I I CARTOON FESTIVAL CARTOON FESTIVAL I 
· I STARRING LOONEY TUNES STARRING LOONEY TUNES I 
: SUNDAY- April 19 : 
I 
2:00 p.m. I 
JFK 
I 6:oo p.m. 1 
I BEAUTY ANDTHEBEAST I 9:00 p.m. 
I BEAUTY AND THE BEAST I 
I . PRICE PLACE I I Fra. & Sat •• $3.00 Textor 102 I 
Sun. - $2.00 .J L---------------------
~ . ~ ' . 
8 THE.ITHACAN 
OPIN:ION ,. 
Who is serving a 
palatable dining 
proposal? 
In an effort to serve students who cannot use the din_i~g halls ~uring 
the hours that are currently available, Ithaca College Dunng Semces 
has proposed a plan that would keep a dining hall open between 7 am. 
and 11 p.m. every day. 
The plan, which would be implemented for the next fall semester, 
appears reasonable; however, according to How~ McCullough, 
director of Dining Services, the use of meal cards m ~e snack b~ 
would have to be eliminated to make the plan economically feasible. 
Student Government balked at that part of the proposal, and 
rightfully so. For four years, students have enjoyed dining ~ the ~nack 
bar. Some go there because class or athletic sc~edules. c~nflict with the 
dining hall hours. But, whether McCullough~ adnut 1t or not, many 
others eat in the snack bar simply because they.like th~ f~ bette~. 
Dining Services insists that the food served m the dinmg halls 1S the 
same as the offerings in the snack bar. For th~ ~ost part, they may be 
right, but a key difference lies in how the food 1s prepared. In .the 
dining halls, a variety of enttees and side dishes are prepared m ~ 
quantities, brought to warming ovens and then placed on the serv!°g 
lines. By that time, the food often has.lost niuch of~': freshness 1t had 
coming out of the kitchen. When servmg large quanbbes of food, there 
is, almost inevitably, a dropoff in quality. . . 
With fewer patrons and an "order-by-order" way of domg busmess, 
the snack bar can produce fresher hot food items off its grill. S~dents 
may have to wait longer for their ~divid~ orders, and they will not be 
able to eat as much as they could m the dining halls: But why not allow 
students to decide for themselves where, when and what they w~uld 
like to eat? Or, at least Dining Services could offer as many semces as 
possible within the financial constraints McCullough speaks of. 
Student Government came up with its own interesting proposal: 
Allow students to use their meal cards in the snack bar whenever none 
of the dining halls are open. Such a plan would effectively "cover" any 
hours not currently served by Dining Services. Those hours wou.ld 
probably be 10-11 a.m. and 2:304',:30 p.m., when the snack bar lS 
relativeiy uncrowded. 
While the Student Government plan may only help a small number 
of students, it is more appropriate than the Dining Services plan, which 
would effectively eliminate a dining option that many students like. 
Ultimately, though, the current dining situation may need to be 
remedied by offering, in one or two of the dining balls perhaps, more 
of the same fresh order possibilities (install a charbroiling grill, for 
· instance, in place of the frying griddles currently in place) as the snack 
bar provides. Because of the expense, dining halls might then limit the 
fresh orders, while still allowing multiple servings of "line" food. 
That way, maybe Dining Services could eliminate meal cards in the 
snack bar, extend dining hall hours and grant students a choice of both 
much food and fresh food. 
JayTokasz 
Editorial Page Editor 
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More about Ithacan parody story 
Parody didn't hurt Ithacan; reaction to it was inappropriate 
To the editor: hoped not to offend anyone, that Kissilofrs paper does raise issues 
As a srudent at Ithaca College I not The Ithacan was a one-time of journalistic ethics, these issues 
enjoyed The Ithacan, and -as an production and that The [real] would be more properly discussed 
alumnuslstillliketoreadtheofficial Ithacan is a fine paper put together on the editorial page. 
campus weekly. Through it, I learn by talented,industrious women and It is frightening to me that any-
about the current state of my alma men. The<bsetaunerwasmore than one would imply Mr. Kissiloff had 
mater and feel connected to the IC an attempt to smooth any feathers tiorighttc> printhispaper.OurFirst 
community. The Ithacan improves which may have been ruffled. It Amendment right to free speech is 
greatly from year to year, and is was responsible journalism. currently under attack from all 
currently attractive,informative(to The Ithacan and the college ad- sectors -- from the arch-conserva· 
a point) and fun to read. ministration have no reason to feel tive right to the politically-correct 
I was also delighted to read not threatened by Mr. Kissilofrs pa- left. I believe it is my right as a 
The Ithacan. It was amusing and per. True,Mr.Kissiloffmighthave responsible, literate citizen to fill 
well constructed and in no way been more obvious about the fact my mind with whatever I choose. 
affected my high opinion of The that he is not personally a member If I am offended by a newspa-
lthQ,can. In fact, I thought Mr. ofThelthacanstaff,butThelthacan per, a book, a magazine, a televi· 
Kissiloff was responsible in his could have made that distinction by sion show, a movie or a recording I 
approach to the whole thing. printing a simple notice of its own. do not have to consume it. If I was 
Manypeoplewhoperpetratethis Instead, they printed a reactionary offendedbynotThel~an.Icould 
kind of journalistic prank do not article which was clearly biased line my cat's litter box with it 
print their names, let alone their against Mr. Kissiloff. Student re- Instead, I believe kitty will be 
addresses. Mr. Kissiloff not only action -- aside from members of readingthechildish,insecure,knee· 
offered this infonnation, ·he also The Ithacan staff -- was not repre- jerk response from The Ithacan as 
made it clear in the disclaimer that sented in the article. he does his duty. No offense, folks. 
his paper was in no way associated Biased reporting is not respon- Lauri Robinson-Keegan 
with The Ithacan, that he sincerely sible journalism. While Mr. Music '89 
Fake newspaper was funny! Ithacan staff should "loosen up" 
To the editor: they were truly confident in them- ing to stifle this or any other f onn of 
I would like to applaud Ari selves and their work, they would communicationwouldruncontrarY 
Kissiloff and his team for giving be able to laugh at themselves a to the First Amendment and the 
me a good laugh this April Fools' little. basisofourentireCommunications 
Day. Not The Ithacan was a hilari- I agree with Paul Heaton when school. · 
ous parody of our college's news- he said that the parody was flatter- Let's not forget that the event 
paper,providingmyfriendsandme ing and that The Ithacan should didtakeplaceonAprilFools'Day. 
much reading enjoyment. While "enjoy the joke." If imitation really Even if people were to think the 
adopting the look of ~e lthac~, it is the sincerest fonn of flattery, staff of The Ithacan was behind the 
was clear to us that this was Just a they should take tl)is as a compli- parody, ·the content would surely 
humorous send-up and an amusing ment· I believe Kissiloff chose The reveal that the circulation of not 
April Fools' Day_p~ . Ithacan as the s?bject of his joke, The Ithacan was nothing more than 
Iwas,however,ahttledisturbed because he realized how familiar atimelyjoketohonortheday. Not 
~o read the Ithacan response to the and pervasive the medium is on this The Ithacan offered a si7.able dis· 
Joke. Thoseatthep~too~offense campus. This is proven by the claimer that clearly stated its 
to the send-up, claimmg 1t would lengths he took to re-create the intention which was not to insult 
harm the newspaper's repura~on original. The 1~. but to make people 
on campus. I am ~used to think I am also worried to think The laugh. If you ask me, we all need to 
The Ithacan puts itself on such a I~':l111 a~~ to want~ suppress laugh a little more. 
pedestal,. !1131t they feel they are K1ss1~off s nght to free speech. . ·. So 1. offer congratulations to 
above cnttclSffi. CertainlyThelthacanembracesthis those behind not The Ithacan and 
Joe Porletto says he was espe- right with every issue they put out to· the staff-of the Ithacan I. ~ffer 
Cia!IY an~ered by the parody, an.d While e,v'7" front page boasts that some advice - loosen up ~d get a 
~laim~ _it :ould . damage then- they are 'the newspaper for the senseofhumor,becauseY,Ourcam· 
credibility • To this I say relax. I Ithaca College ·community," they pusdoesn'ttakeyouasseriouslyas 
find the fact that they cannot find are by no means the only platform you seem to be taking yourselves. 
the humor in the spoof and allow for student opinion. Instead of 
themselvestobethebuttofajoketo chastising Kissiloff for providing 
bemoreofathreattotheircredibility another forum for student opinion David J. V~gericbian 
than any April Fools' Day prank. If they should be thanking him. Try: TV/R 192 
Aptil-16,199.i' .. 
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Students comlnenf O'rlApril FoolS' prank 
Ithacan' s actions endangered the integrity o.r 
not only themselves, but their col-
CO Verage of leagues as well. 
1.flCl.dent flOt. Asajournalist,Ihave learned to be very careful about ·those around · 
b tant ·a1 n_ie and to check every angle pos-su S 1 s1ble. Perhaps this is a leswn that 
· To the editor: can be learned by others as well. 
By now,.itis obvious to most of Eric E. Eglin 
us that April Fools' Day was no J~umalism '95 
· laughing matter for ICTV-and sev-
eral members of The Ithacan. 
I feel that The Ithacan handled 
the incident involving the prank 
call to ICI'V in a manner that 
seemed to degrade your 
publication's integrity even more. 
Last week's story, editorial and 
commentary are deplorable. The 
headline on A vi Schaeffer's article, 
• 
Real issue: What 
do the two 
school mediums 
do now? 
.. Ithacan staff members allegedly To the editor: 
involved in prank," is trash. The Let'stakestockofwhatisbeing 
funniest part is that in reading said about the recent incidents on 
Schaeffer's article, it is clear that he April Fools' Day and what tl!ewhole 
has certain facts down pat You mess really means for the future of 
can't argue the facts. These people the Park School of Communica-
were definitely involved. There is lions. 
nothing alleged about it. Nobody Jay Tokasz, editorialist for The 
deniesthatthethreeindividualswho Ithacan, called it .. a hannless and 
you listed were the perpetrators of inoffensive joke", as did Paul 
the incident Heaton, manager, student publica-
Moreover, when both Jay lions. Defamation of character ofa 
Tokasz (in his editorial) and Paul presidential candidate is pretty of-
Heaton referred to the incident as fensive when done by, let's say a 
"harmless," it made it seem as physical~ucationmajor, butwhen 
though no matter what else you had done by a journalist, the action also 
to say was going to be said with a displays an utter lack of journalis-
lesser degree of sincerity. tic integrity. 
In fact, whathappenedwasnota And isn't integrity the main is-
jo}ce. The incident was not harm- sue here? The Ithacan staff would 
less, either. A journalist who had · have you believe so. Of course, this 
devoted J_lluch time and ~nergy to isthesamelthacanstaffthatprinted 
J?.m~~rg_~ im~t:i~~rvie'.w' _a/~ news story to cover up its 
,,W;itµ;-a:m~.who;~,~g--for;tbe ,~~prank/_'.,-!- dp._not. ftiel-&hQ,.wc,rd 
presidency was completely duped integritycanevenbeassociatedwith 
by the same peers ~at he would at / most of the_ staff members, from 
times place his trust in. It was not editor in chief ori down, since most 
funny. It was offensi-v~. .. of them knew of the prank before-
Furthermore, when Heaton hand. . 
writes that"Such lapses in judgment And then there is Eloise Greene, 
can be ascribeq to the fact that these manager of television operations, 
are students who didn't know bet- who said, ·''This whole thing is 
ter," he makes an incredibly low . marked by ... alack of journalistic 
assertion. At least one of these integrity ... a general ability for 
"alleged" students is a senior. The people to think for themselves." 
other two are sophomores. Have Who is she kidding with this in-
these students not been taught eth- tegrity issue; the person who okays 
ics by their professors? Certainly, almost 20 shows on a college tele-
the senior had to have taken the visionstation,mostofwhichdonot 
course Ethical Issues in the Mass have sufficient studio, camera or 
Media. What does this incident say editing time to put together consis-
about our educators? tent quality · programming. It is 
Paul Heaton makes a sorry ex- amazingwhatalackoftimecando 
cuse for members of his staff. The to someone's integrity when "the 
excuse does not work. It helps to show must go on." · 
mask the fact thatappro:ximately 20 No, integrity is not the issue here 
othetstaffers knew what was going --stupidity. bad decision making or 
tohappen.Notoneofthemtookthe even bad judgment, but not 
responsibility to stop the incident integrity.If this was based on in-
from occurring. They are all to tegrity,theentirelthacanstaffwould 
blame as-well. Trying to make the havebeenheaved(exc~tthosefew 
paperlookgoodisnotaneasything who knew nothing .of th~ prank), 
to do. You failed. It was more dis- and those directly invo\ved, like 
appointing than anything·e1se when Willie Rubenstein, would_ not be 
excuses- w~re thrown out in last grantedinterviewsforeditorinchief 
week's edition. While we are stu- for 1992-93. 
dents, we ~till have to· act respon- The real issue at hand is what do 
sibly. the Park School of Communications 
I am sure that you realize that media outlets do in wake of this 
hadtbisprogramnotbeencablecast, issue. The Ithacan wants its cred-
there·would have been.violations ibility back, as does ICTV (who 
of FCC regulations involved. That lost to no fault of their own -- at 
would be no laughing matter. But, least this time). 
since we are cableri:ast, the FCC Well, if The Ithacan wants its 
cannot be:involved in the matter. credibility back, I suggest not 
Ergo, the.only thing that seems to spellingthenameofthepaperwrong 
have ha_ppenedhere·is that some of in your anicles. I also suggest stop 
ow, own -people-· did something playing power games with every-
completely unethical,and they are one. As Christa Anoll, editor and 
· faced.only witlfthecollege and the chief, said, "We're all here to learn· 
school's scrutiny. ~ · . . and make mistakes."-Then correct 
These peopl~ shouid be repri- your writers' mistakes, instead of 
manded. A, publi~. apology would inaking mistakes with your own 
_:.:1>e:a nice's'tatClbese people acted editing decisions. · 
iniinaturelyand~nsibly. Their As for ICTV, I suggest sitting 
down and taking a ·good look at 
what shows_you 've putou't this year 
and over the past several years. Put 
the same scrutinizing eye on your 
shows that you would to one from 
the networks that you review in 
class. Remember, quantity does not 
equal quality. 
· And remember, we're all in this 
together. It seems that this prank 
has factionalized an already 
factionalized school and that the 
heads of each organization are try-
ing to keep that separation. 
Put aside your labels (print jour-
nalist, broadcast journalist) and act 
like communications students. No 
one will quickly forget this incident, 
but forgiving is the key if we wish 
to be recognized as one of the top 
communications schools in the na-
tion. 
• 
MarcJ.Dovi 
TV/R '92 
Prank hurts 
Ithacan's 
credibility, scars 
Park school 
To the editor: 
At the risk of dragging out the 
serious April Fools' Day pranks that 
occurred under the roof of the Park 
School this month, there are still 
some bases that need to be covered. 
The Ithacan made~responsi\)le de-
-cisionbyreportingtheirown wrong-
doiilgs:in Jastweek•spaper, but the 
coverage was insufficient and 
glossed over a serious offense. · 
On April 1, seyeral members of 
The Ithacan successfully imper-
sonated Democratic presidential 
candidate Jerry Brown during a 
live broadcastofICTVNews. Even 
though the call was a "prank," it 
does not diminish the impact of this 
enonnous breach of ethics. 
In hiseditorial,JayT9kasz wrote, 
"the joke itself was haqnless and 
inoffensive."PaulHeaton, manager, 
student publications, also wrote, 
"this particular joke was relatively 
harmless." 
"Hannless" isn't the word those 
of us who work on ICTV News 
would use. Bothof these statements 
illustrate the lack of understanding 
of the severity of this prank. There 
is no way of knowing how many 
people viewed that live broadcast 
yet did not stay tuned long enough 
to hear the disclaimer that aired at 
01s1n0Uled by Tribune ~- Serv,cu 
the end of the show. The negative 
effects of Jerry Brown's campaign 
will never be known. 
As aspiring journalists, we are 
obligated to understand the faith 
the public puts· in us as its infor-
mation sowce. Often, unsuspecting 
audience members believe such 
misinformation simply by virtue of 
the fact that the information comes 
from journalists. It is hard for me to 
believe that student journalists 
would try to compromise the in-
tegrity of their peers. 
The Ithacan, with its carefully 
planned attack, instantly sabotaged 
a live ICTV News broadcast The 
individuals directly involved in the 
broadcast of this.''prank" have long 
since recovered from the embar-
rassment and betrayal. 
Of greater concern are the severe 
repercussions of an act like this. 
The Ithacan staff will recover from 
its "mistake;" ICl'V News will re-
cover, too, but the workofeveryone 
in this building will be slightly 
scarred for some time. The distin-
guished reputation of all the ac-
tivities iil the Park School is dam-
aged. 
We should not excuse this action 
because those involved were stu-
dents. Those individuals knew from 
the start that impersonating a pub-
lic official and tampering with a 
live broadcast are wrong -- not to 
mention FCC offenses. 
This lesson in ethics should be 
dragged out We should all re-
member the ramifications of this 
severe mistake, but more impor-
tantly we s~ould recognize that a 
dark cloud bas been ·cast over the 
entire P~k School of Communica-
tions, simply for the pleasure of 
pulling off an April Fools' prank, 
Jennifer Berryman 
TV/R '94 
• 
News Director 
says halting the 
Ithacan presses is 
proper punishment 
To the editor: 
It is well known by now that on 
April 1, former Ithacan news editor 
Joe Porletto impersonated Demo-
cratic presidential candidate Jerry 
Brown on a live broadcast ofICTV 
News. I was shocked to learn that 
the majority of the Ithacan staff, 
including the editor in chief, knew 
of the prank before it took place. I 
have g~ed a great $,al of respect 
for the work The Ithacan has done 
and have commended the stafr s 
efforts to present the public with 
accurate coverage of the news. 
However, I believe the recent inci-
dent has damaged the newspaper's 
credibility. 
What is most disturbing is that 
severallthacanmemberswhoknew 
of the prank before it happened also 
worked at ICTV News. It was dis-
couraging to learn that their rea-
soning for not alerting ICTV News 
of the "April Fools' joke" was so-
cial pressure from their colleagues 
at The Ithacan. When these stu-
dents work as journalists after they 
graduate, the pressure will be even 
greater, and these individuals must 
be able to handle such ethical situ-
ations if they are to be considered 
credible journalists. 
We have regrettably dismissed 
several individuals from ICTV 
News because they knew of the 
prank. Thedismissalshavenotonly 
hurtlCTVNewsasateam,buthave 
also stirred up negative feelings 
among students in the Roy H. Park 
School of Communications. As 
student journalist organizations, 
The Ithacan and ICTVNewsshould 
be w~rking together _to provide the 
community with the inost accurate 
news coverage. 
I realize that most of the indi-
viduals associated with the prank 
now understand the depth of their 
mistake, and if such an incident had 
to occur at all, I suppose it is best 
that it happened in a learning envi-
ronment. However, this prank 
should' not be excused as .. harm-
less" as Paul Heaton,. manager of 
student publications at Ithaca Col-
. lege, wrote last week. It is a federal 
offense to impersonate a public of-
ficial, and it is upsetting that this 
fact seems to have been overlooked. 
It is a shame that The Ithacan's 
credibility has been damaged. It is 
my personal opinion that The 
Ithacan should not be permitted to 
publish a newspaper for the re-
maining few weeks of this semester 
for committing this breach of ethics 
in journalism. 
I am confident that the episode 
will blow over for the most part 
However, I certainly hope that the 
individuals involved have learned a 
lesson -- that compromising ethics 
is never a joke, and that sometimes 
it is necessary to speak up, despite 
social pressure, in order to uphold 
our integrity as journalists. 
Christina Arangio 
News Director, ICTV News 
Salman Rushdie, hey, I'd love to see ya, 
but don't want folks to get the wrong idea. 
We've got no special interest in you, I fear. 
You're neither an oilman nor an emir. 
Freedom of speech's not a policy goal; 
We're forging relationships 
Who needs a soul? 
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Thursday, 
April 16 
Academic Cabinet, Conference 
Room.Campus Center,8:45-11:45 
am. 
Admissions EOP Presentation, 
South Meeting Room, Campus 
Center, 9 a.m. 
Student Affairs Rape Education 
Committee Meeting, North Meet-
ing Room, Campus Center, 10 am. 
Faculty Colloquin Series presents 
"Redwing: Voices from 100 Years 
Ago"DeMotte Room, Egbert Hall, 
12:15 p.m. 
ResidentialLifeAll-CampusRoom 
Lottery, Emerson Suites, Campus 
Center, noon. 
Interfaith Religious Council Medi-
tation, Chapel Sanctuary ,noon 
S.A.V.A.W. Media Rage, Vennitt 
Terrace, 12:10 p.m. 
PASSOVER 
Last Day to withdraw with a "W" 
in Block II Courses 
ResidentialLifeAll-CampusRoom 
Lottery, Emerson Suites, Campus 
Center, 8 a.m. 
Campus Life Committee Meeting, 
North Meeting Room, Campus 
Center, 8 a.m. 
AIDS Working Group Committee 
Meeting, Conference Room, Cam-
pus Center, 10 a.m. 
Diversity Awareness Committee 
Meeting, North Meeting Room, 10 
am. 
Protestant Community Easter Sun-
day Sunrise Service, Stewart Park, 
7a.m. 
Catholic Community Easter Mass, 
Emerson Suites, 11 a.m. 
Protestant Community Easter Ser-
vice, Chapel Sanctuary, 11:30 a.m.-
Hillel Board Meeting, Conference 
Room, Campus Center, noon. 
Campus Center Reception, Pub/ 
Coffeehouse, Campus Center, 
noon. 
Meeting, North Meeting Room, 
Campus Center, 11 a.m. 
Residential Life Staff Input Board, 
DeMotte Room, Campus Center, 
noon. 
London Interns Orientation Meet-
ing, Emerson Suite A, Campus 
Center,.noon. 
ContinuingEducationAdultStudent 
Luncheon, Emerson Suite C, Cam-
pus Center, noon. 
History Club Meeting, Friends 303, 
12:05p.m. SAB Films presents JFK, Textor 
102, 2 p.m. Biblical Viewpoint Bible Study 
Group, Friends 207, 12:10 p.m. 
Counseling Center Meeting, 
Academic Policy Committee Sub- Emerson Suites, Campus Center,2 SAB Executive Board Meeting, 
committee Meeting, Conference p.m. NorthMeetingRoom,CampusCen-
Room, Campus Center, 11 a.m. I.C. Catholic Community Chris- ter, 12:15 p.m. 
Summer Planning Committee tian Band Rehearsal, Phillips Centennial Cookbook Meeting, 
Meeting, North Meeting Room, Room, Muller Chapel, 6:30 p.m. DeMotte Room, Campus Center, 3 
Campus Center, 11 a.m. SAB Films presents Beauty and p.m. 
ResidentialLifeStrategicPlanning the Beast, Textor 102, 6 & 9 p.m. Campus Center Exempt Staff 
Meeting, North Meeting Room, Meeting, Conference Room, Cam-
Bi-Gala Weekly Meeting, Muller C 3 30 Campus Center, 12:45-4:30 p.m. Ch 1 6 30 pus enter, : p.m. ape. : p.m. 
\,;~ ... ~ ~ •• ~ £_ ,. • ••• - . • -
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Student Government Association 
Congress Meeting, North Meeting 
Room, Campus Center, 8:15 p.m. 
Graduate Saxophone recital by 
Kurt Cannizzaro-Webber· 
Nabenhauer Room, Ford Hall, 9 
p.m. 
Reception for the opening of the 
Senior Student Exhibition 
Handwerker Gallery ,Ganneti 
Center, 5-7 p.m. 
Wednesday, 
April 22 
PASSOVER 
Judicial Affairs Office Interviews 
South Meeting Room, 8 am.-2 p.m'. 
Greek Life Meeting, Conference 
Room, Campus Center, 8 am. 
Admissions Staff Meeting, 
DeMotte Room, 8:45 a.m. 
Career Planning and Placement 
Seminar, Resume Writing, South Student Affairs Coordination 
Meeting Room, Campus Center, Group Meeting, De:M:otte Room, 
NSSLHA Meeting.North Meeting 
Room, Campus Center, 7 p.m. 
Office Of Minority Affairs Lecture, 
North Meeting Room, Campus 
Center, 4 p.m. 
Campus Center and Special Events 
Meeting, Conference Room 
Campus Center, 10 a.m. ' 
Admission Luncheon, North 
Meeting Room, 11 am.-2 p.m. 
noon. Campus Center, 3 p.m. 
AMA Executive Board meeting, Good Friday Ecumenical Service, 
Conference Room, Campus Center, Chapel; noon, 3 p.m. 
Mu Phi Epsilon Weekly Meeting, 
Terrace 12A Lounge, 9 p.m. 
Monday, 
April 20 
noon Sch<;>ol of Music, Student recital, 
Financial Aid Dana Intern Meeting, Ford Hall Auditorium, 12:30 p.m. 
North Meeting Room, Campus Academic Computing Services 
Center, 12:10-1 p.m. Meeting,DeMotteRoom,Campus PASSOVER 
Orientation Stearing Committee Center, 4-5:30 p.m. 
Meeting, South Meeting Room, SAB Films presents JFK, Textor Judicial Affairs Office Interviews, 
Campus Center, 1:15 p.m. 1o2 6 & 9 pm Confe.rence Room, Campus Cen-
, · · ~er, 8 :1.f!1. -2 p.tn. 
Staff Council Governance Meeting, 
North Meeting Room, Campus 
Center, 2:30 p.m. 
Music Dress Rehearsal, Muller 
Chapel, 3 p.m. 
Sigma Delta Pi Induction Ceremony, 
Clark Lounge, Campus Center, 5 
p.m. 
Lutheran Bible Study Group, Con-
f erenceRoom, Campus Center, 6:30 
p.m. 
Dayspring Meeting, North Meeting 
Room, Campus Center, 7 p.m. 
CollegeRepublicans,SpeakerTom 
Engilterra, Textor 101, 7 p.m. 
Hillel Shabbat Service, Chapel 
Sanctuary, 6p.m. 
Passover Seder, New Hall Third 
Floor Lounge, 6:30 Jt.m. 
Residential Life Departmental 
Meetings, DeMotte Room, Cam-
pus Center, 1 p.m. 
History Club Meeting, DeMotte 
Room, Campus Center, 4 p.m. Catholic Commifnity Mass, 
Chapel, 7 p.m. AthleticsSeminar,EmersonSuites, 
Hillel Shabbat Dinner, Terrace Campus Center, 6 p.m. 
Dining Hall, 7:15 p.m. Student Government Executive 
SAB Films presents Second An- BoardMeeting,ConferenceRoom, 
nualCartoonFestival,Textor102, Campus Center, 7 p.m~ 
Midnight. 
Saturday, 
April 18 
Parish Council Meeting, Laub 
Room, Chapel, 8 p.m. 
Applications for Psi Chi are due in 
the Psychology Department in 
Williams 108. 
Modern Languages Reception, 
Emerson SuiteB;Campus Center,4 
p.m. 
Pi Mu Epsilon Induction/Banquet, 
Klingenstein Lounge, Campus 
Center, 5:30 p.m. 
Professional Development Com-
mitte(?Meeting, Conference Room, 
Campus Center, noon. 
CampusC~nterandSpeciaIEvents 
meeting, N_o~ Meeting Room, 
Campus Ce~ter; 3 p.m. 
H .& S Curriculum Comi:nittee CounselingWorkshop,Reviewing, 
Meeting, Conference Room, Cam- RelaxingandWrestlingwitbEx-
pus Center, 5:30 p.m. ams, Group Room, Counseling 
Campus Center' Managers Meeting,'- · (;~J:!~~-4.P-D?-i. ,: ,. ~ · 
DeMotte Room, 6 p.m. Music Recital Dress Rehearsal, 
Alcohol and Drug Seminar, South MullerC~pel, 5-7 p.m. 
Meeting Room, 6 p.m. CampusCenterandSpecialEvents 
Financial Management and Invest- AV Meeting, Room 110, Campus 
ment Club Speaker, Clark Lounge, Center, 6:3o p.m. 
Campus Center, 6:30-9 p.m. Ov~rEaters Anonymous Support 
Students Against Viol~nce Against Group Meeting, Phillips Room, 
Women Meeting, Friends 101, 6:45 Muller Ch_apel, 7 p.m. 
p.m. Stillwater Magazine Reading, 
Ithaca College Biblical Viewpoint 
Bible Study Meeting, Friends 103, 7 
p.m. 
Math Club Meeting, Friends 301, 7 
p.m. 
Muller Chapel, 7 p.m. 
Residence Hall Association Meet-
ing, South Meeting Room, 8 p.m. 
Tofu Now General Meeting, 
Friends 202, 8 p.m. 
Holy Thursday Mass, Chapel, 7:30 
p.m. 
PASSOVER 
Ithaca College Environmental So-
ciety Concert and Fair, Campus 
Center Quad 
Christian Scientists Organizational The Diversity Peer Educators pre-
Ithaca College Environmental So- Meeting, Smiddy 110, 7 p.m. sents: TheT.imesOfffarvey Milk, 
ciety, North Meeting Room, Cam- Rowland TV Lounge, 7 p.m. Garden Association presents Live 
Bands, Pub/Coffeehouse, Campus 
Center, 8 p.m. 
International Club Meeting, South 
Meeting Room, Campus Center, 8 
p.m. . 
RHO PHI LAMBDA Induction, 
Recreation Honor Society, 
Klingenstein Lounge, Campus 
Center, 8 p.m. 
Ithaca College Environmental So-
ciety Meeting, Friends 208, 8 p.m. 
Protestant Community Maundy 
ThursdayTenebraeService, Muller 
Chapel, 9 p.m. 
Jazz Workshop performing works 
by Horace Silver, Bob Mintzer.Jeff 
Beal, and others. Ford Hall Audi-
torium, 8:15 p.m,_ 
Hopper For Hire; Hoerner The-
ater, Dillingham Center, 8 p.m. 
Friday, 
April 17 
GOO:P FRIDAY (classes in ses-
sion} 
pus Center, 8 p.m. CampusCrusadeforChristMeeting, 
North Meeting Room, 7 p.m. Health Management Association 
Bureau of Concerts Meeting, 
Phi Alpha Theta Central New York DeMotte Room, Campus Center, 8 
Regional Conference Luncheon, p.m. 
Klingenstein Lounge, Campus 
Center, noon - Residence Hall Association, In-
duction Ceremony, Qark Lounge, 
SAB Films Presents JFK, Textor Campus Center 8 • p.m. 
102, 6 & 9 p.m. 
Zeitgeist Meeting, Friends 202, 
Passover Seder, New Hall, Third 8:15 p.m. 
Floor Lounge, 6:30 p.m. Student Chamber Music recital; 
Easter Vigil Mass, Chapel, 7:30 Ford Hall Auditorium, 8:15 p.m. 
p.m. 
G~uate Voice recital by Carol 
SAB Films presents Second An- Kagy; Nabenhauer Room,. Ford 
nual Cartoon Festival, Midnight, Hall, 9 p.m. 
Textor 102. 
Senior Voice recital by Jennifer 
Meyers; MullerChapel,4:30p.m. 
Sunday, 
April 19 
EAS1ER 
Tuesday, 
April 21 
PASSOVER 
Judicial Affairs Office Interviews, 
Conference Room, Campus Cen-
ter, 8-11 am 
PASSOVER - ··: StudentAffairsDirectorsMeeting, 
Ithaca College Environmental So- South Meeting Room, Campus 
ciet/ Concen and Fair, Campus - -~ter, ~ a.m. 
Center Quad . Humanities and Sciences Chairs 
. . . - . -. . . 
Community Service Network Meet- Meeting,DeMotteRoom,8:15p.m. 
ing, Room 110, Campus Center, 7 Oracle Society General Meeting, 
p.m. North Meeting Room, 8:30 p.m. 
Habitat for Humanity Meeting, 
DeMotte Room, 7 p.m. 
Bi-Gala Group Discussion and 
Speaker, Textor 103, 7:30 p.m. 
Opera Workshop; Ford·Hall Au-
ditorium, 8:15 p.m. 
I.C. Republicans Weekly Meeting, 
Friends 203, 8:30 p.m. 
Philosophy Department lecture on Junior Guitar recital by Michael 
Christian Mysticism, Muller Uva; Nabenhauer Room, Ford 
Chapel, 7:30 p.m. Hall, 9 p.m. 
Pre-Law Society presents speaker 
Nick Aldo, Williams 202, 8 p.m. 
Sign Language Club Meeting 
PhillipsRoom,MullerChapel,8 p.m: 
I.C. Players Drama Oub Variety 
Show, Coffeehouse, 8 p.m. 
Theater Arts Department presents 
Othello, Clark Theater, Dillingham 
Center, 8 p.m. 
AGE Society Meeting, Friends 204, 
8:15-9:15 p.m. 
Student Recital Composition -Pre-
mieres, Ford Hall Auditorium, 8: 15 
p.m. . 
PtheUn; see April 2] ]isring 
General 
Announcements 
The Roy H. Park School of Com-
munications phtography gallery 
presents Recent Wor_k, an exhibit 
by Robert Kelly; ·from April 14 
· through May 10. : 
The Ithacan is now accepting appli-
cations for the summerpubli~tion 
· of the Ithacan, in·Park room 269. 
The Handwerker Galle.cy presents 
the Senior. Student. Exhibition; 
_from Aoril 21-Mav 16. . 
. . . - . ' . -- . .. . 
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Poetry for the people 
By Beverly Goodman 
I had never even heard of Gwendolyn Brooks before last week 
when all of a sudden my writing professors were buzzing with th~ 
news of her imminent arrival. 
I was told this was a once-in-a-lifetime experience· it would be a 
real shame if I dido 't attend; Gwendolyn Brooks wouid change the 
way I thought, or at least make me think a little harder. So, I 
figured,. why not? -
Apparently, I wasn't the only one. 
. About ?50 peopl_e assembled in the Emerson Suites Tuesday 
mght, Apnl 14, to hear Brooks read, and even sing, her poetry. 
B_rooks' presentation differed from the dimly-lit, dramatic 
readings o! poems conc~g d~ and other apocalyptic notions 
that somebmes charactenze poetry readings. Brooks was full of 
wannth and life and passion that enveloped everyone who was 
lucky enough to listen. 
_The 75-year-old ~rooks, $'essed in a snappy red blazer and black 
skirt, took the stage to thunderous applause after a brief introduction 
by Howard Erlich, dean of the School of Humanities and Sciences. 
"You have already welcomed me; you have welcomed me 
richly." Brooks said as the applause died down. Brooks arrived at 
9:30 a.m. Tuesday morning to meet with writing classes, and held 
poetry and qeative writing workshops during the course of the day. 
_- Brooks launched into her presentation with a child's poem, .. The 
Tiger Who Wore White Gloves," written when her daughter (who 
was four or five) added lacey white gloves to her tiger costume. 
The book that contained this poem had "what you are, you are" 
as ~ subtitle. Brooks said she uses this as a prompt for children, 
asking them what they think it means. 
"It means, if you 're a little Jewish boy, you're a little Jewish boy, 
and you'v~ got a lot to be proud of," Brooks announced with a grin. -
.. Ifyou're·a little black girl, then you're a little black girl, and you 
have a lot to be proud of." 
Brooks then segued into part of a lengthy poem about Winnie 
Mandela. "She's a real hero-and we'll say hero, not ·heroine--and 
she speaks a lot to people today," Brooks said-
Brooks only read a piece of this extended work, and then 
commented a little on the nature of poetry, saying that the goal of 
poetry is "bigness." 
"To achieve bigness, you do~'t _have to wtjte an.~pic. ~igness 
can be found in a haiku, which ihe little ones-like to write," Brooks 
added with her characteristic chuckle. 
Prefacing her next set of poems, Brooks said she would start with 
the subject of love, .. because everyone loves love. Or,-_at least 
everyone loves the concept of love." 
Brooks smiled as she talked about her husband of 53 years, and 
said she admired him because he was so "erecL" 
"He has a habit of standing up straight and looking the world in 
the eye," Brooks said- "It is only mischief that makes me want to 
use the word·erecl " 
Brooks laughed and shook her head as she told how she met her 
husband at a NAACP youth council meeting. She nudged her friend 
and said, "Look--there's the man I'm going to marry." Her friend's 
response w~ to call out, "Hey boy. this girl wants to meet you." 
"So what does that say to you young girls who want the same 
results?" Brooks asked the crowd with a mischievous grin."Write 
poetry!" Brooks hastened to add that these were different times, and 
See "Brooks," page 15 
acan 
Pulitzer Prize-winning poet Gwendolyn Brooks was the 
Centennial speaker on Tuesday, April 14. She read her poems 
and told her stories to a crowded Emerson Suites. 
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Honoring 
Gwendolyn 
Brooks 
On Tuesday, April 14, Ithaca 
College President James J . 
Whalen conferred on Gwendolyn 
Brooks the honorary degree 
Doctor of letters. Here are 
Whalen's remarks as he con-
ferred the degree: 
Every age gives rise to those 
slngularvoices, resonant with truth, 
that by our common good fortune 
become the. chorus of a people. For 
over half a century, Gwendolyn 
Brooks, you have given eloquence 
to your sisters; you have handed 
worlds of imaginative promise to chil-
dren whose own worlds seem bleak; 
you have spoken to a nation words 
of kindness and instruction in hu-
manity. 
Your trenchant vision has been 
justly recognized, both in the acad-
emy and in the nation, notably In the 
Pulitzer Prize for 1950; in numerous 
cultural centers, libraries, and 
schools named for you; in your Inclu-
sion in the National Women's Hall of 
Fame; in recognitions by the Poetry 
Society of America, the National En-
dowment for the Arts, a lifetime of 
achievement honored by the Na· 
tional Council for Culture and Art; in 
the prestigious Pen/Faulkner Award; 
and in the Jane Addams Medal be-
stowed by Rockford College. You 
hold a distinguished professorship 
at Chicago State University, a testa-
ment to the honor and the con-
science of that \nstitUtlon. 
As poet \aurea\e 1or 'lhe S\a\e 01 
llllnols since 1968, you have turned 
your solitary muse to the serv/C9 of 
the common weal; you have made of 
the body politic a widened circle of 
friends; you have given a name to 
the nameless, and a voice to those 
whose lives have rendered them si-
lent butfor yourown voice. You have 
become their chorus. 
To ·your numerous aw~ds we 
add our own recognition that the 
truth, In whatever voice it finds re-
lease, must render the mute voice 
eloquent, and must be recognized 
ev~n In denial. You have made your 
own truth the truth of a people; you 
havecoaxedthe truth from shyness, 
you have harnessed the truth of an-
ger. You have found truth In unlikely 
faces, in the brevity of precarious 
lives. You have sought it in blasted 
cityscapes, and have given It music 
for all who would hear. 
Senioritis maxim us. Confused _about the future? 
- • Relax, so 1s everyone else 
By Jesse Dyen 
One of my housemates freaked 
out a week ago and had to go home 
"to rest" for awhile. Our relation-
ship has deteriorated to the point of 
bitter silence. This month's rent 
money was carelessly spentmonths 
ago, and now the parental well is 
dry. 
As the mailmen carry bundles of 
resumes from the post office, herd-
ing them on their way to potential 
employers, mine is ·gathering dust 
in an unaddressed envelope. 
It's. that kind-of-winter-almost-
spring time of year. Is it snow1 Is it 
rain? We get this every--year and I 
still don'.tknow what to make of iL 
Only it's different this year. 
. My buddy was.'having· trouble 
holding his thougl)ts together-I'm 
told that the' same thing happened 
.-;(:to·himshortly.beforehishighschool 
-· graduation.Hecatnebacktoschool 
-. · today with some funky Valium-
. _ like prescrip_tion. _ 
I'~ ~inkin~_about asking him 
for some. 
The last month has gone by with 
fewer than 20 words exchanged 
between my "best friend" and me. 
At this point, the only thing that we 
still share is a common wall. I'm 
not sure either of us know exactly 
why we have adopted this code of 
silence, but it seems to be the law of 
the land My house is like a prison, 
and his cell is right next to mine. 
The only one who seems not to 
have noticed any of this is Rosie, 
my dog, and she's in heat. 
Heat-that's another issue. The 
women who live on the top floor of 
our house leave what s~ms to be a 
daily weather report on our answer-
ing machine. "It's too cold up here," 
is thecomplaintdujour, or, "It's so 
hot I'm gonna diiee." I never know 
what to do with the house's one 
thermostat. I thought the thing was 
a video game. 
The problem is that the words 
."game over" are about to flash on 
the college screen, and I am out of 
I HUMOR I 
quarters. In fact, I owe several. 
Is this becoming coherent yet? 
I saw a guy slip and fall on the 
glazed sidewalk the other day. It 
dawned on me that I have so far this 
year avoided that brand of embar-
rassment The problem is that I am 
required by law (law of nature, or 
Murphy's--take your pick) to have 
one big wipeout per year, and so I 
am debating whether I should hurl 
myself down East Buffalo Street 
while no one is looking. 
I always thought that one is sup-
posed to graduate from college full · 
of vivacity, armed witfi that bach-
elor of anything degree, and set off 
to change the world. 
I don't even have the energy to 
change my sheets . 
And so at 21, I am unable to 
m\lster up the strength to confront a 
roadblock that lies obstructing a 
friendship of four long years. 
Does it sound like I am com-
plaining? I hope so. I am. 
"Yes Mother, I know that no one 
can help me until I help myself," 
but the ridiculous thing is that I'm 
almost happy in my misery. Yes, 
misery loves company, but misery 
also likes to be left alone some-
times. 
Butlknowitcan'tstaythisway. 
Winter inevitably yields to 
spring, just like it has every year 
since the beginning of time ( except 
in 188~. when there was,of course, 
no weather at all). 
People always talk about Andy 
Warhol's statement, claiming that 
everyone has their own 15 minutes 
of fame. I actually scheduled an 
appointment for my fame slot, but I 
arrived a half an hour late because 
I coulqn 't find a parking space. 
This is partially due to the fact that 
I don't have a driver's license-but 
I don't want to get into that. 
All my life I'd thought of col-
lege graduation as a time when 
things come together. Everyone is 
always smiling in the photos, and 
so I suppose I was duped. I know 
I'll make it through all this-grin 
and endure-but I never thought I 
would have to settle for living 
crappily ever after. 
And so I won't (This is the 
therapeutic self-help portion of this 
article, so feel free to ignore iL) 
There--! feel better already. 
Wasn't there some figure in 
Greek mythology who would al-
ways laugh in the face of danger 
and the unknown? Or was that a 
cartoon character? I can't remem-. 
ber. Whoever it was, he had some 
kind of impact on me. 
"But Jes, you have so many op-
tions." Options? Potential? Those 
words infuriate me. But while I'm 
fuming, I might as well list them: 
Use hly connections to score a 
job on Capitol Hill? (V oiceanswers: 
"Nah,you'dhavetocutyourhair.") 
Travel the world on incredibly 
See "Seoioritis," page 15 
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,,, PassOV-er 1992;--_ 
Begins Friday, April 17 and ends Saturday, April 25 
Eat Kosher for Passover 
Fresh, Delicious, Home-Cooked, Strictly Kosher for Passover! 
Use Your Meal Card in Hillel's Kosher for Passover 
Dining Room in the 3rd Floor Lounge, New Hall 
BRUNCHES 
April 19 - 25 
10 a.m. - 1 p.m. 
DINNERS 
April 19.;. 24 
6 p.m. - 7 p.m. 
SEDERS 
Friday, April 17 and Saturday, 
April 18 at 6:30 p.m. sharp! 
Reserve immediately! 
If you're on a meal plan, your account will 
be billed $6 for each Seder you attend. If 
you're not on a meal plan, your account will 
be billed $13 for each Seder you attend. 
I\ Use your meal plan. 
Not on the plan? 
Seders- $13 each 
Brunches- $4 each 
Dinners- $7 each V 
HAPPY PASSOVER! 
Have a sick Mac®? 
Q & A SESSION 
FRIENDS 110, 3-5 pm 
Can't make that time?'Call Chris Gervais, your Apple 
Student Rep. at 256-8726 to make an appointment. 
See the new Apple Macintosh~Powerbook"'· 
portable computer at MacFesf Api:iJ 271h 
from 10am-2pm at the Campus Center. ;,.cFest , 
Macintosh power with notebook ·· comlrtfl _. 
convenience and all-in-one design! 
i:'ll'.11 ~ 
Connecting Pointi22 -Education Sales Consultant 
COMPUTER CENTERS_ 
A pie Macintosh Mac and the Apple logo· are registered· trademarks of A_pple Computer Inc. Powerbook la 1(ademark of Apple Computer Inc. Classic is a registered trademark hcensed to Apple Computer Inc. 
. MacFest is a registered service mark ol Apple Computer Inc. · 
r:=.,_==:._==:._==:._==:. -;-==- = --==- = -= -= -= -= -= -=-=-= .... = -= -= -= -== ---=-=--=-=-=-=,,--J._..::;;;;;;;;;;:=::=::==::::==:;:::;;;;;;...~;....., 
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Now there·s a Bright Idea! 
The Ithacan 17;~7; .. .:'_· :.·: -': _ -· .. __ 
is·now accepting applications / f~Ci _:· · ... · .. -,:-.: _ _- .. 
for advertising sales represen- ( q f-::.- .· -. .--.' .: -· ·.. -
tatives for the 1992-93 staff. 1 ll I. ·, .·- · -·.· .. , . -
Come in and fill out an appli- ·,~ . _ . :.· _. . .. : _ ·, . 
cation today. Contact Eric , ... -_ · _. _ .. ·. -
Stasiowski at 274-3208 or stop · · 
by 269 Park School for more 
information. No experience 
necessary, but enthus.iasm is a 
requirement! 
~-...._ --·--·~,, ---~ ..,,.,. .... ....,.,. ___ ~---- ---~ ------
Ithaca College Theatre. 
pre~ents -
OTHELLO 
by William Shakespeare 
Magnificent in its power and passion 
April 2,1-25, 1992 
Clark Theatre 
LIMITED SEATING AVAILABLE! 
Box Office hours: 12-5 p.m. 
(Monday - Friday) 
Ticket prices: $3.50-$6.00 
For more information,·c;all:_ .· 
·. ·27 4-3224 . 
Dillingham Center for the Performing Arts 
1991-92 Season 
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Movie £istillgS ~rJ pi:ifl 7\22 King' S :latest nightmare! 
STATE THEATRE · Newsles-Fn.-Sun._at-1:30 ·. . _ , : . 
phone273-2781 'FALLCREEK 'Sleepwalkers' pokes fun at horror genre 
The current movie Hstlngs and phone 272-125~ 
times were not available at press Fried Green Tomatoes- Daily at 7, 
time. Please call the number 9:35 
abOve for mare lnfannauon. 
CINEMAPOl-lS 
phone 277-6115 
Mississippi Masalla- Daily at 7, 
9:40 
Thunderheart-Daily at 7:15, 9:35; 
sat. & Sun. matine~s at 2 :15, 4:35 
HOYT'S AT PYRAMID 
MALL 
phone 257-2700 
The Cutting Edge- Fri.-Sun. at 
1 :40, 4:40, 7:15; Mon.-Thurs. at 
4:40, 7:15 
Sleepwalkers- Fri.-Sun. at 1 :50, 
4:45, 7:30, 9:55; Mon.-Thurs. at 
4:45, 7:30, 9:55 
City of Joy- Fri.-Sun. at 12:45, 
3:45, 6:30, 9:20; Mon.-Thurs. at 
3:45, 6:30, 9:20 
Beethoven- Fri.-Sun. at 2, 4:15, 
710, 9:25, 10:55; Mon.-Thurs. at 
4:15, 7:20, 9:25 
Straight Talk- Daily at_ 9:45 
White Men Can't Jump- Fri.-Sun. 
at 1 :20, 4:20, 7, 9:40; Mon.~Thurs. 
at 4:20, 7, 9:40 
Basic lnsUnct-Fri.-Sun. at 1, 4, 
6:45, 9:30; Mon. -Thurs. at 4, 6:45, 
9:30 
Wayne's World- Daily at 4:30, 
715, 9:50 
Shadows and Fog- Daily at 7:15, 
9:35; Sat. & Sun. matinees at 2:15, 
4:35 
Kafka- Daily at 7:15, 9:30; Sat. & 
Sun. matinees at 2:15, 4:30 
CORNELL CINEMA 
phone 255-3522 
The Conversation-- Mon. at WSH, 
10 
Star Trek VI-The Undiscovered 
Country- Sat. at Uris, 10; Sun. at 
-WSH, 4:30; Tues. at WSH, 10 
The Phlladelphla Story- Sat. at 
Uris, 7:30; Mon. at WSH, 7:30 
Slacker- Fri. at WSH, 9:40; Sat at 
WSH;9:35 
Bugsy- Fri. at Uris, 9:40; Sun. at 
WSH, 8; We~. at WSH, 10 
Star Trek original episodes: City 
on the Edge of Forever- Fri. at 
- WSH, midnight; The Trouble With 
Trlbbles- Sat. at WSH, midnight 
-SA~ WEEKEND 
MOVIES 
phone 274-3383 
JFK- Fri. & Sat. at 6, 9; Sun. at 2 
2nd Annual cartoon Festival' 
starring Looney Tunes- Fri. & Sat. 
at midnight 
Beauty and the Beast- Sun. at 6, 9 
By Brad Barton 
ll someone would have told me, 
aslenteredtosreSleepwalkers,that 
for about half of the film I'd be 
vocally rooting for "Clovis, the at-
tack cat," I wouldn't have believed 
them .. 
Well, Oovis, played brilliantly 
by "Sparks" the cat. made a be-
liever out of me, my friends and a 
relatively crowded theater, as we 
collectively laughed and screamed 
our way through Stephen King's 
first story written expressly for the 
screen. 
As his latest excursion into hor-
ror ,King, with director Mick Garris, 
has produced an absolutely hilari-
ous spoof of his usual fare. King's 
skillfully written self-parody has 
an excess of everything that makes 
his movies fun. 
There's an excess of suspense, 
violence, gore, clever dialogue and 
small-town characters. And, if 
nothing else, there is certainly an 
excess of what se.ems to be King's 
favorite cinematic object: cats. 
"Clovis" is merely one in a legion 
of felines that ultimately prove to 
be the heroes of the film. 
As far as human actors go, 
Sleepwalkers stars Brian Krause 
(Return to the Blue Lagoon) as 
Charles Brady and Alice Krige as 
his "mother." Both are "sleepwalk-
ers," araceof telekinetic, vampiric, 
cat-like creatures who disguise 
themselves as humans to literally 
suck the life out of unsuspecting 
young female virgins. 
In addition to being able to be-
come these cat creatures ( via film's 
Movie 
Review 
Sleepwalkers 
The Ithacan rates movies on a scale 
from 1 to 10, with 10 being the best 
new favorite transfonnation tech-
nique: morphing), the sleepwalkers 
also have the ability to "dim," or 
make themselves invisible. 
However, these apparently in-
vincible beings do have a weakness. 
And it definitely has something to 
do with the remarkable amount of 
cats that are attracted to their house, 
as if it was a giant bowl of "Nine 
Lives." . 
But this fonnidable collection 
of felines isn't enough to stop 
Charles' plan to seduce and steal 
the life fiom Travis, Indiana's ver-
sion of the girl next door, Tanya 
Robertson. played by Madchen 
Amick (from television's Twin 
Peaks). Tanya is the a11:.American 
girl with a perfect family who is 
intrigued by Charles' English 
compositions about the .. lonely, 
oppressed" sleepwalkers. In fact, 
for about 15 minutes, the audience 
is even made to sympathize with 
these poor, starving vampires. 
ButassoonasCharlesandTanya 
are alone, picnicking at the cemetery 
no less, the gore-fest begins. Charles 
attacks Tanya, a patrolman attacks 
Charles, but it's the heroic efforts 
of the policeman's cat, Clovis, the 
most lethal feline since Saturday 
NightLive' sToonces, thatsaves the 
This summer you can: • catch up • make up • get ahead 
while you discover beautiful Ithaca in the summertime 
Classes are offered in all 5 schools, as well as: 
• Workshops •-Internships • Independent Studies 
On-campus housing available. 
e SESSION I: May 26-June 26 
e SESSION II: J~ne· 29-July 31 
e GRADUATE MUSIC SESSION: July 6-August 7 
Summer Sessions Office, Towers Concourse, Ithaca College, 
953 Danby Rd., Ithaca, NY 14850 (607) 274-3143 
Ithaca College Celebration of a Century 1892-1992 
.,. .,. . .,. ·, ~ .. . . . ' . . 
day and rescues Tanya from certain 
death. 
Viol_ence ensues for the rest of 
the film, as the sleepwalkers battle 
the town. And it's not that much of 
a challenge to figure out the ending. 
Thefunofthemoviecomesfrom 
King's and Garris' constant poking 
of the horror genre. How often does 
the evil antagonist have an oedipal 
complex? Not only are Charles and 
his mother graphically incestuous, 
they're also really neurotic. 
"Mother" spends hours staring out 
the window worrying about the 
assembled felines, in addition to 
wondering where· her next meal/ 
victim is going to come from. 
Also, King takes the action out 
of his native Maine, and drops it in 
the middle of nowhere to make the 
setting look like a "typical small 
town." Of course, every "typical 
small town" has the "well-meaning 
butineff ective police force" (in this 
case, "bumbling deputy" is in-
cluded). 
Taking a nod from other horror 
auteurs, ~g gifts his villains_ with 
gruesome one-liners in the height 
of violence. As Charles returns the 
appropriate body part to victim 
number one, the sleepwalker in-
structs him to "keep your hands to 
yourself." Demented comic relief 
comes at every turn to ease some 
genuinely frightening moments of 
the film. 
And speaking of other horror 
autuers, some of King's peers are 
among Sleepwalkers' many cam-
eos. Writer/filmmakers John 
See "Sleepwalkers," page 15 
r . 
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Boss disappojn·tS WJth (J~llf).1¢ r¢lejS~ 
l 
· 
1 
you·q ~liQ· -me memorable ·musically. .i · -By Dave Metzler 
After20 years of brilliance in the 
record business, Bruce Springsteen 
has for the first time released some 
really bad music. 
Springsteen proved that even in 
failure he does it bigger than any-
one else, releasing not one, btit two, 
new albums of junk, the terrible 
Human Touch and the slightly bet-
ter Lucky Town. 
What happened is quite obvious 
after a few listens to his new work. 
The Boss' music has always been a 
reflection of his own life. His career 
began with brilliance as he sang of 
hunger, need and yearning set 
against the rustic background of the 
Jersey shore. Albums like Greet-
ings From Asbury Park, The Wild, 
The Innocent, and The E Street 
Shuffle and Born To Run told tales 
of the innocence, camaraderie and 
dreams as Springsteen grew up on 
the shore. 
. As he matured, his music re-
flected a deeper exploration of the 
human condition on albwns like 
Darkness On The Edge Of Town, 
Nebraska and most recently on 
Tunnel of Love. His social con-
scious also grew as was evident on 
the title track of Born In The USA. 
This time Springsteen has de-
cided to reflect on his life as a multi-
millionaire in love with his wife. 
Apparently Springsteen has decided 
he is embarrassed and feels hypo-
critical singing his old work about 
the working man's struggle and 
therefore, has released two albwns 
that better reflect his station in life. 
The first hints of this change in 
attitude came on the Tunnel oflove 
Express Tour where he deleted sev-
eral of his most loved songs from 
thesetlistasthey · 
no· tonger were 
representative of 
who he was.· 
Then after this 
tour, Springsteen 
dismissed the E 
Street Band and 
moved from 
New Jersey to a 
Beverly Hills es-
tate with his new 
wife, Patti 
Scalfia. 
Springsteen 
accounts for all 
thisonhisfirstsongonLuckyTown, 
entitled Better Days. Springsteen 
felt hypocritical singing of the 
struggling working man after 
becoming a multi-millionaire. 
He sings, "Its a sad funny ending 
to find yourself pretending/ A rich 
man in a poor man's shirL" Later he 
goes on to say, "Now a life of lei-
sure and a pirate's treasure/Don't 
make much for tragedy/But it's a 
sad man my friend who's livin' in 
his own skin/And can't stand the 
company." 
So instead of singing of the 
universal struggles, pain and joy 
present in J_ife and the human con-
dition, Springsteen instead sings of 
the salvation from his hypocritical 
life he found in his new wife. He 
contiµues on "Better Days," "Your 
heart like a diamond shone/Tonight 
I'm Jayin' in your anns carvin' lucky 
charms/Out of these hard luck 
bones." 
Gone is the New Jersey imagery 
(even the jacket photography has 
the palm treesanddesenof the west 
coast). Gone is the E Street Band 
with the soulful sax of Clarence 
Specialty Copies 
Depend on Kinko's. 
-REVIEW-·,:.: "· · , "just a piece of · · The title track of Human·Toilch 
__________ ...... _. ,, itiListenripiriy is slick and polished' as is ··with 
Clemens, the pulsating guitar of 
Nils Lofgren and the lightning 
drums of Max Weinberg. But what 
is most distressing that is gone is 
the heart that used to drip from each 
wordandeachnoteofSpringsteen's 
earlier work. 
Human Touch is basically a col-
lection of Jove songs dedicated to 
Mrs. Springsteen. What differenti-
ates these love songs from the love 
songsofTunnel of Love is that these 
songs are cute and ooze with corny 
· sentimentality that should never be 
associated with a Springsteen song. 
OnTunnelo/Love,hesangofall 
the intricacies that love involved 
and while love was salvation it could 
also be very destructive and diffi-
cu1L Human Touch revels in the 
wonderment of his new found love 
or sings generic trivial tunes in• 
volving lust or trying to attain the 
attention of a certain woman. 
His lyrics are simple and lack 
substance. Just one example is the 
incredibly simplistic "All Or 
Nothin' At All." He sings "Said 
you'd give me just a little.kiss/And 
you'd rock me-for a while/Well 
·_ -little chiid/1 ·EveryWish."Butjustasthealbums 
·_ ' want it.-all or lack heart lyrically so too do they 
· nothin'-atall." lack heart musically. Most of the 
This is combined 24 tracks sound like an-
-a far cry from other band trying to sound like the 
" T h u n d e r E Street Band. 
Road" or "One It seems that while Springsteen 
Step Up." And has changed his style significantly 
while there are with regards to what he wants to 
a few bright say,hehasn'tmadeanysignificant 
spots, namely musical alterations. 
the title track Bui its not the E Street Band 
and ''With Ev· playing. There is no Clemens most 
ery Wish,", the rest of the album noticeably. Also, the energy that 
basically follows the model of" All comes from the bandmates of the E 
Or Nothing." StreetBandplayingtogetherisgone. 
Lucky Town is slightly better. Essentially the songs sound like 
There are several songs that deal Wings singing Beatles songs. The 
with the mundane subject of musicisflat,boringandnotmemo-
Springsteen's enamoration of his rable. Springsteen attempted a 
wife such as "If I Should Fall Be- strong rock sound, but the albums 
hind" and "Book Of Dreams." But don'tsoundliketheworkofasoul-
a couple songs like "The Big ful rock 'n' roll band, rather they 
Muddy" do stand out. sound like capable musicians try-
~is s~ng deals with the dark ing to sound like a soulful rock 'n' 
side of human nature and how no roll band with heart. 
matter how hard people try not to Why Springsteen would let go 
they do slip into this side. He sings, of such incredible talent as the E 
"How beautiful the river flows and Street Band without significantly 
the birds they sing/But you and I changing hisstyleisincomprehen-
we'remessierthings/l'hereain'tno ·sible. 
one lea~n· this world buddy/With- - Springsteen seem~ to be running 
out their shirttails dirty/Or their from his. past, feeling hypocritical 
hands bloody." as he has changed quite a bit finan-
In addition to these lyrics, which cially since his first album in 1972. 
shadow the depth of Springsteen's However hopefully he will realize 
past work, the music that accompa- the remarkable depth his pasi work 
nies these words is unique, distinct displayed and bow shallow and self-
and moody, unlikemostof themusic ind!llgent this new work is. 
on the rest of either album. Just because he's a multi-mil-
On Luc/cy Town, "Better Days" lionairedoesn~tmeanhehastolose 
and the title track are catchy guitar- the heart that drove all his past work 
driven rockers that are at least no matter what the subject. 
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Brooks : · -s- _ • 
Cciiifiliuect:fi:dm'p_ii_g~-11. ··-;. · . ~.. sw~to-~~quqstio!)Sis-:~o~' then whq!Ja~enoJfeltp~sureil.totame :·.' were not nearly so lucky, 'though. Mother," a poem about abortion. 
thatl'woin~q~ei:lfa~togetmar- jwri'p~back1 sister..;yoij'¢ nbtJn theij--hair. ~; . \· ~-: .. · _ Thepoe~sd~~itha~ostofprob- Written for a friend.of heI$"-WhO 
ried" if they don't want to. love; you've just been going to the Addressing those women who terns faced by today's children, in- underwentthree$ortions, the piece 
· ·.Heremp~tic d~laraµon PI'a!S- mories I" , , ·do· fight-with their· hair, Brooks cludingchildabuse,drugabuseand focusesonthewoman,notthe abor-
ing~omen' s,indepeIKJence elicited . _.B~ks ·_~oothly changed di- proclainied. "'llove you; Ilove you black identity. In one poem, a char- lions. 
ovezwhelming applause. Brooks' rectionsandread·~eL~eofLin- no ma~ what you're doing to acterdeclares, "I am black." Brooks said that people from 
philosophies.~flect~open mil)d co~ West," a poem,-~ut..a.'-li~:- ·-rom:b~,but I thought I had to · Brooks· has some pretty strong both sides of the controversy have 
and willingness to reject-the nonns · boy-who loved-everyone uncondi:..-. write a tribute to the others." .ideas concerning the semantical asked to use it in their propaganda, 
of "her time." · tionall:1-, but was so ugly that he was · "Sisters,llove you, because you differences between the terms but she has adamantly refused. 
"I like to read· iove poetry to shunned by many. "I like to call that are you," Brooks added; It is cer- "black" and .. African American." "I did not write this poem f orit to 
young people, beca~ I like f:O see an identity poem," Brooks said. · tainly bard to imagine this woman, "I know I stepped on a lot of toes become an ad," Brooks said. 
them nudging ·each other," Brooks Next was "Behind the Scenes," whoissofullof energy and life, not here," Brooks said. "There are a lot Brooks would not use the read-
saidwithaself ~gchuckle. a poem that has not yet been pub- loving anyone. of people who prefer • African ing as a forum to state her feelings 
"Iknowwhatthey'resayingtoeach lished, "although it has been copy- Brooksemphasizedherconcem American,• [it's] so soft, so inof- on the issue, but ttue to her acces-
other-'listen totl)isold woman talk · righted,"Brooksadded,teasingiHer for today's children in her next set fensiveand you don't have to fight sible, down-to-earth nature, added, 
about love; w.hat does she know inspirationforthispoemcamefrom of poems, from the book Children to get it capitalized." But there is a "If you see me standing over there 
about love'?" watchingslickpoliticiarisand won- Coming Home. reason Brooks prefers the term onthesideandaskme,I'llbehappy 
Bot Brooks knows a lot about dering about the people who made "In this book, I'd like you to "black." to tell you." 
love.and.despite her humor, takes them that way. think of children dismissed from "I note the difference between The lights came up, buttheatftli-
thesubjectveryseriously.Sheasked · "When I see the president or schoolandgoinghometodifferent the two appalachians: African- encelingered.Areceptionwasheld 
the women in the audience to raise secretary of state ... standing on the families," Brooks explained. She American,"Brookssaidinagentle, outsideEmersonSuites,andBrooks 
theirhandsiftheythoughttheywere shiny tile next to the white col- considersherselfluck:y,describing sing-song voice. Brooks paused a remainedunitl llp.m.,signingcop-
in love, then asked, "Will you be umns, I think to myself, 'Some- her pleasant home life as a child. moment, took a deep breath, then iesofherbooks. Some of the books 
around when he has bis prostate body got there early', "Brooks said. "In spite of what you people shouted, "BLACK!" were worn, with eannarked pages. 
opezation? Will you stay with him Proving the versatility of her read about the black family, I as- Not wanting to spend too long Some were brand new, bought that 
whenhebastwobeartattacks?Will activemind,Brookscontinuedwith sure you there are many fine black on this topic, Brooks announced, evening. 
you bang on when he has AIDS? Or a poem entitled, "To Those of My families where the parents take great "I'll rush on to another poem," and Regardless of the condition of 
will you dump him in a nursing Sisters Who Kept Their Natural interest in theirchild.ren,"Brooks readseveralotherpoemsconcem- thebooksorpassionofthereaders, 
home? Hair: Never Look a Hot Comb in said. ing the plight of today's children. . Brooks signed them all with good 
"Love is no fOY, and if the an- theTeeth,"atnoutetoblackwomen The children in these selections Brooks then moved on to ''The humor and a smile for everyone. 
Senioritis ----------------- Sleepwalkers---------
continued from page 11 was always convinced that I was· Charlie Parker is wailing "Blues Continued from 13 And, while she's not one of the 
meager funds? ("You don't even exceptional-onlynowl'vemetso For Alice" on Glenn's mediocre Landis,CliveBarkerandJoeDante greatest actresses ever, she is able 
have enough money to get you as many other exceptional people that stereo for at least the fifth time. make appearances as does ex-Luke to convey fear and panic as well as 
far as Coming. j I seem to be the exception. I'd say that I'm going around in Skywalker,MarkHamill. But King anyone. She did it well in Twin 
Set up in some random city and So thatleavesmeroughlywhere circles, but the circle is much too himself tops them all with his own Peaks and, considering she spends 
play the piano in bars? "Nope. Too I began notin the womb-but in the perfect an object for me to compare screen time as a flustered graveyard a good portion of the film in hyster-
romantic and practical." Use your equally obscure abyss of the pre- myself to. It's more ofa spiral-or owner (Why do I think this role ics, Amick is certainly well cast 
talents? ('.'Qetreall'.')foin the peace post-graduation syndrome. maybe a cul-de-sac. . wasn't a stretch for him?). His hi- here. 
COI])S?("TooPC.jBecomeapimp? The symptoms are tedious and Either way I'm getting dizzy. larious cameo seems to remind the KrauseandKrigearefineasthe 
("The hours are '.terrible.'!} · - severe: relationships strain, money It's about time I jump off my soap audience that we shouldn't take this unstable, life-sucking cat creatures, 
There yon have it-effective ne- · vanishes, and someone is always box and into the cozy bathtub. At movie as seriously as his others. but iCs really the script that makes 
gation. . · depressed about something. I am least there, QO one can bother me- As far as the legitimate stars of their parts as fun as they are. 
The point of this, oh patient and left confused. Not even the weather except Rosie, who can open any the movie go, Amick is the one to This is the type of movie that 
trusting reader, is that fm ,no·dif- can decide what to do. . door by bashing her nose into it. watch. Unlike much television and you either really enjoy or really 
fer-ent from the'."guy next to me Little Orphan Annie says, "The Woody Allen says that his one movie talent, she could pass for a hate, depending on your sense of 
(although he is almost seven feet sun'll come out tomorrow," but it regret in life is that he is not some- high school kid, and still be good humor. Yes, much of the film is 
tall and is going right into his already is tomorrow (I have yet one else. Perhaps my only regret is looking enough that someone will completely ridiculous, but it's also 
· y'.s.million-dollarbusiness).l again_stayed up .alt night) .. and .. thatlam. - . ,.-., ·-" .-~·...,.: . .:-.:....'b.<?9.Q.rP.fQ,.~,~£_~gher¥.~l~ •... -~tegQ~cally __ ~q~rtaiaj.Qg~_ .. 
:;,,\·,- • - r:i-.,;·~"£:'.""'"-.,:t..._r..,..,~..t.:-;,~ :·~-·<".'<'I·, 1J;>'< • .-,•,. ,·1 ::- • "'-~. J ~ ... , • ..... •·:·•.,• ,~ .·•·••,.~--~..,. ..-,:- ... -.,.-.,·:;; (; 
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Friday, ApriL.17.:,12-:05 & 3 p.m. 
Muller Chapel 
'E3SPE{R 'VI(iIL Af%S 
Saturday, April 18 7:30 p.m. 
Muller Chapel 
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Sunday, April 19 11 :00 a.m. 
Emerson Suites 
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HEAD SHOTS PERSONALS · : . ·_ ·- · -·: I~c,aSola'fl,'~o~_large4 ·Picnic-~ a· porch ~f your own! 
-- ·-· · ·. ·. an~ 8: J>edrpom units, warm $765 includes beat and hot water' 
To theBrothersofIIAcf>, ... _. __ .. ···woodstov~laces;:l ·11:2an~4 .. ~ge, ~ bedroom apartments: 
partyingwithyouonSaturdaynight baths, furnished, free parking and Nice neighborhood, downtown & 
waslongoverdue.Nowthatweare walk to IC. Broker, 273-9300. · on bus line. Evenings and Week-
allowed tochooseourownfriends, N. Aurora SL 2_3 Bedroom ApL, ends,273-1654,532-4767. 
::ro;~~:i:rt.soon. Thanksfor furnished. Off street parking, heat EXTRA NICE ONE BEDROOM 
FOR SALE Experienced. photograh by Kathy 
CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED Morris. Ithaca Commons Studio. 
89MERCEDES ....................... $200 By appointment 277-5656. 
86VW ........................................ $50 * -• • • * • 
87MERCEDES ....................... $100 BIG RED 
65MUSTANG ......................... $50 SHIPPING & STORAGE 
--The Sisters of Gamma Delta Pi included.AvailableAug. lstl992- STUDIOS on COMMONS Choosefromthousandsstarting$25. 2 7 2 2 0 0 O FREE 24 Hour Recording Reveals • • • • • • 
rm-
rm the no chested crazy lady. and 
I want some cocoa pebbles! 
. ILY,Box 
Call 273-5370. New. very nicely furnished, 
South Hill- Prime Locations dishwasher, microwave, intercom/ 
2Housesforrentfirsthouseisa5- security, carpeted. From $475 in-
6 bedroom. Second house is a 6-7 cludingheat.June&Augustleases. 
bedroom house. All houses are fur- Call Cayuga Sunset 277-6961. 
J.- nished with off-street parking. 
In my sky AvailableAug. lstl992-273-5370. _ ONE PERSO~ AP~TMEN! 
Of yellow and blue, Downtown efficiency m top condi-
In heaven's weather Un~ Cont~mporary Townhouse lion. Laundry, parking. $350 in-
There's no sunshine like you. Available from June, July, or Au- eludes. Available June or August 
-D. gust '92. 3 bedrooms, will 273-4781. 
----=--~~~-- accomodate4 people. 2 baths, free ----------
Congratulations to the 43rd heatedgarage,adcfitionalfreepark- Four bedroom house. Close to IC. 
pledge class of rm. ing, sky-light entry, walled garden, Completely furnished. Laundry, 
You are awesome and we love you covered balcony, pets allowed. parking. $265 plus utilities. Avail-dearly. Welcome to our bond of WalktoIC,Comell,Commonsand 
sisterhood and the start of some- all buses. Price from $1100 or $250 able AugusL Deposit 277-2568 
thing wonderful perperso_n. Call anytime, 257-7077. A GREAT SELECTION 
IL y The sisters of DUI. LUXURY TOWNHOUSES of 3 & 4 BEDROOM 
Congratulations new sistersofr Ml: 
Michele, Cindy, Kristen, Julie and 
Jill . ' 
Go GAMMA DELT! 
Once a sister.-always a ·sister. Even 
as an alumni of this great institu-
tion, I will always be there for you. 
IL Y, Dexter (the real Elvis!) 
~~are like buttah! 
XXOO** 
·-Lucifer 
P.S. there's NO.sunshine like YOU!!! 
How do you say off-Campus So-
rgJity~~DeltaPi! Wedidit 
aI!~ we'-re psyched! 
3 bedrooms 1 l/2 baths furnished APARTMENTS & HOUSES 
townhousesonSouthHill. Washer, * 10 or 12 mo. leases 
dryer,microwave,hardwoodfloors, * DOWNTOWN and near 
patio and parking. Available for CORNELL 
June or August leases from $265 
per person. James E. Gardner, Jr. * CLEAN 
277-3232. * PARKING 
Hillview 
2 & 3 bedroom furnished apan-
ments with covered parking, on-
site l?DDdry, wall to wall carpeting, 
spacious rooms, large closets, on 
bus route, starting at $220 per per-
son. A GREAT I..OCATION FOR 
IC.JamesE. Gardner,Jr. 277-3232. 
2, 3, 4 and 5 bedroom Apartments 
Downtown, available June 1992, 
* 24 Hour Maintenance Service 
* HEAT INCLUDED IN 
SEVERAL LOCATIONS 
CALLC.S.P.MANAGEMENTfor 
more details 277-6961. 
Townhouse style duplex . .Large, 3 
fir, 3 bedroom apL Wash/dry, deck, 
lawn, private. 3 mi. to IC. Call 
Tony at 272-4402. 
Details 801-379-2929 Copyright 
#NY26KJC 
FORSALE-1987 Jeep Wrangler, 
Loredo model, FULL Yloaded, Sil-
ver w/ Black hard/sofL New trans., 
clutch and tires. $8700 contact 256-
2346. 
JOB OPPORTUNITIES 
TIIERE'S A JOB FOR YOU 
IN A SUMMER CAMP 
The American Camping Associa-
tion (NY). will male~ your applica-
tions avail, to over300camps m the 
Northeast Exciting opportunities 
forcolle~e students and profession-
als. Positions avail: all land and 
· water sports, kitchen, maintenance, 
artsandcrafts,drama,music, dance, 
nature, tripping,R.N.s, M.D.s, ath-
letic, waterfront, and boating direc-
tors. Benefits may include college 
credit, travel expenses. Experience 
or certification not necessarily re-
quired. CALL OR WRITE FOR 
APPLICATION. AMERICAN 
CAMPING ASSOCIATION, 12 
West 31st Street, New York, N.Y. 
10001, 1-800-777-CAMP. 
ALASKA SUMMEREMPLOY-
MENI - fisheries. Earn $S,000+/ 
month. Free transportation! Room 
& Board! Over 8,000 openings. No 
experience necessary. Mak.or.&:. 
mak.Foremploymentprogramcall 
1-206-545-4155 ext 1692. 
· See ya-Jes. startingat$240/brplusutilities,274- Four bedroom house on 146 LookingforaGreatSummerJob?? 
~3627, 272-1374 .evenings & mes- Coddµlgton Road. Walking dis~ -. Florida Job Opportunity Report Sisters.of GDP--_ . . -· 
We'stoo<fup·fortiurriglits and now 
its-time to groove 
Cinja, the Hussie 
FORRENT ·- 0 
SpringwoodTownhomes,contem-
porary 1 & 2 bedroom, fireplace, 
sunfilled interior,· quiet, and pri-
vate, Broker, 273-9300. 
Modern studio and 1 bedrooms, 
carpeted,fumished,niceyard,laun-
dry center, walk to I.C., Broker, 
273-9300. 
3 BEDROOM APARTMENT 
Excellent condition with new de-
signer kitchen.spacious rooms, fur-
nished, porch, free parking & laun-
dry. Great location. $250/person. 
AvailableJuneor August 273-4781 
Four Bedroom Cape Cod, brick 
fireplace, hardwood floors, formal 
LR, DR, eat-in kitchen, full base-
ment, laundry center, 2 car garage, 
Broker, 273-9300. 
_sa_g_es_. ________ - tance to IC. Spacious- and· clean:- ·· A Directory of Hospitality Industry 
East Hill-I, 2, and 3 bedroom washer, dryer and dishwasher. employ~,job~ptio~, wages, 
apartments available for 92/93. An Hardwood floors, quiet neighbor- and ho11S1ng. L~ts A~ttons, Re-
old mansion with nice woodwork, hood, beautiful end front porch, sort Hotels,~ Ships, Summer 
large rooms. Includes all utilities, garage and more June or August Camps, and more. For your copy 
parking available. Evenings and 1 $ 00 1 · · · · all send $8.95 to Career Reseatch Weekends,273-16S4,532-4767. ease. 11 p usutilities.C Ted Qm.im7226W.ColonialDr.,Suite 
Commons West 
Downtown, Ithaca Commons: New 
studios, one, and two bedrooms in 
best full service elevator building. 
High ceilings, big rooms, huge win-
dows. Luxury bath, eat-in kitchen, 
dishwasher, microwave, carpet, 
laundry. Bus to IC. 273-9462 
THE OLD CIGAR FACTORY 
Ithaca Commons, Large, one and 
two bedrooms. New Furniture. Big 
windows facing Commons. Bus to 
IC at comer. 273-9462 
ITHACA COMMONS 
Above Resistance Hair Salon 
!,arge 1, 2 and 3 bedrooms. New 
furniture. Balcony. High ceilings. 
Bus to IC at comer. 273-9462. 
272-6130. 249, Orlando, FL, 32818. 
FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE ON 
174KENDALLA VENUE. COM-
PLETELY FURNISHED. LAUN-
DRY.PARKING.LARGE YARD 
WITHPICNICTABLE.$250PER 
PERSON, PLUS UTILITIES. 
AVAILABLE AUGUST. 277-
2568 
YOU TIHNK YOU'VE LEFf 
- IT TOO LATE? 
Housing Solutions will help! 
If you 're looking to sublet or 
looking for a place for next 
year then give us a call. 
HousingSolutions• 103 DrydenRd 
272-6091 
SERVICES 
Marty Heresniak ('74), Voice 
Teacher. Technique, ReP.ertory, 
Reading, Presence. 502 Universtly 
Ave, Ithaca, 272-2892. 
Summer Storage 
BIG RED is Fully Insured 
BIG RED Picks-up & Delivers 
BIG RED Guarantees Cus-
tomer Satisfaction 
Call 272-2000 
PAPER CRUNCH TYPING 
~.Applications,Resumes,Etc. 
Cheap~ Quick & Reliable 
Laserprinter/Maclntosh/Delivery 
Call 277-7583 
WHY TAKE 
A CHANCE? 
-_-.4-BEDROOM 
$265/PP 
3-BEDROOM 
$280/PP 
- AL&,, UNITS INCLUDE; NEW FURNITURE,. 
FREE_ P~RKiNG, WASHERS & DRYERS 
--_ cAa:.f N1c1< _·o -211-3133 · &A-sP 
0 ~73_~5~3-6P-10P 
- ef-QINBMA!L. . . 
-~WRAefHONS 
Nothing-But Stuffed Animals 
108 Dryden Rd. I Collegetown 
_ 273-4857 • We Deliver 
SUBLET 
Summer Sublet-Circle Apts. 1-5 
bedrooms $165. free parking, free 
garbage removal, phone already 
installed. Call 273-4726. 
Summer Sublet--2 bedrooms. In 
heart of the Commons above the 
Ironshop. Negotiable price--277-
7904. 
SUMMERSUBLET-ProspectSL 
•l Bedroom•Great Location 
• Affordable Price 
CALL BRAD•256-5424 
Announcing the best summer sub-
let of a lifetime--4 gorgeous bed-
rooms, awesome view, great loca-
tion, free parking. Pricenegotiable-
277-5912. 
SUMMER SUBLET 
l,2,or3BDRM. BottomofHudson 
SL Free Parking. Very close to 
downtown, $175 negotiable 
(includes Hp) Call 256-3717. 
Summer Sublet-1-4 bedrooms. 
Great location, Hudson St. near 
Commons. Dishwasher, phone, 
cable. Call 273-6337. 
NOTICES 
STUDY ABROAD IN 
AUSTRALIA 
Information on semester, year, 
graduate, summer and internship 
programs in Perth. Tawnsville, 
Sydney, and Melbourne. 
.Programs start at $3520. .. ·-· · ,.. 
Call 1-800-878-3696. 
AVAILABLE GRADUATION/ 
ALUMNIWEEK 
1WO BEDROOM LAKEFRONT 
COITAGE, SLEEPS FIVE, 10 
MINS FROM CAMPUS, COM-
PLETELY FURNISHED, WOOD 
BURNING FIREPLACE, PRI-
VATE BEACH/DOCK. 
(607) 533-4012 
ADOPTION. Warm, loving, pro-
fessional couple looking for a baby 
to love and cherish. Can offer your 
baby wonderful home filled with 
music/warmth, strong family life/ 
values, quality education, full-time 
mom. We are easy to talk with. 
Legal/confidential. Allowable ex-
penses paid. 
CallNancycollectat919-942-9666 
Oscar Winners & Nominees 
Now Showing!!! 
Silence of the Lambs*Fisher King 
Thelma and Louise*Tenninator 2 
Boyz in the Hood*City Slickers 
Rambling Rose 
COLLEGETOWNVIDEO 
103DRYDEN 
SU'MMERTOURS TO EUROPE, 
AUSTRALIA AND THE GREEK 
ISLANDS. 15-19 days. All ex-
pensespaidincludin$meals.$1395. 
- $1798. Call Contiki Tours 1-800-
950-1037 ext #2 
Rooms! Rooms!! & MORE 
Rooms!!! AvailableforGraduation, 
Right in Ithaca.~ 277-8CJ16. 
Film ·Buffs: 
Ju-Pou*The Nasty Girl 
Veronika Voss*Chocolat 
Matador"'Angel at My Table 
Wings of Desire*Tatie Danielle 
May Fools•My Twentieth Century 
My Beautiful Laundrette*Idiot 
Marriage of Maria Braun 
MORE FOREIGN MOVIES 
. TIIANEVER 
Collegetown Video•103 Dryden 
..... 
·, 
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CALVIN & HOBBES_ By BILL WATTERSON 
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Alert, but far from panicked, the herbivores stuaied 
the sudden arrival of two cheetah speedwalkers. 
Up until that moment, Raymond had been a rather shy 
employee with a nervous twitch. Up until that moment. 
OUTLAND . ------------=;;;;;;.- -. :-: ---,.. __ _By BERKELEY BREATHED 
--~ 
April 16, 1992 
Hitting the links: 
Footer~leads way for __ opening win 
'~ ._ ', . ··_ .· .. ~ 
By.Mike Merc.ure ing outside for a week now, and are 
After a cold and s_n9,-.yy Mµ-cb,- - still aoit rusty. 
the_Ithacagolf~. is:finallY.i.J:t !,~ .. · · ~According to head coach James 
swmg. F~ d~1S1o~_~ve~~t0 Jo~ston, the team has set goals. 
made regarding spots on the squad. · -"We wanttoemphasizecourseman-
__________ ._ agement, the short game and put-
GOLF ting this spring," Johnston said. 
Senior Jeff Wexler will captain 
the team, followed by juniors Scott 
McGorryandMarcFeocco. Sopho-
mores David Buono, John Cupp, 
Ian Breene and Roger Ward along 
with freshmen Tom Wright, Jeff 
Herbst, Josh Footer and Brian 
Colello make up the rest of the 
young squad. 
The Bombers have been practic-
To help improve the short game, 
the golfers have a half-hour of put-
ting every day. "Putting has been 
our weak point in the spring and we 
wanted to stress it this season," 
Johnston said. 
Theseasongotofftoagoodstart 
last Saturday with a win in the 
squad's first match. The Bombers 
tallied a 206, followed by St. 
Bonaventure's200andAlfred's232. 
150 The Commons 
Ithaca, New York 
14850 
607-272-3820 
Only the scores from the front nine 
counted, as bad weather pre_vented 
thenrfroin finishin'tall 18'holes. 
Footerwasthelowmanforithaca 
with a 39. ''Playing every day really 
helps my game and coach Johnston 
has improved my. play dramati-
cally,". Footer said. 
"We want to emphasize 
course ·management, the 
short game and putting 
this season." 
-head coach 
James Johnston 
The Bombers have six matches 
remaining, including next week's 
trip to the Skidmore Invitational. 
"This will be a great match. 
Skidmore is always one of the top 
10 teams in the country," Johnston 
said. 
Track----
continuec1 from back page 
first place in the 400-meter dash 
witha:51.7. 
In the 100-meter dash, All-
Americans Amy V anaskie and Ja-
son Jackson continued their win-
ning ways, capturing the top spot in 
their respective races. 
Michael Mulligan, coming off 
an injury, overtook his Cornell op-
ponent in the final 200 meters to 
win the 800-meter run. 
"My legs felt greaL I had no 
pain, but I definitely need some 
speed work on the track to put some 
zip back into my perfonnance," 
Trumble said. 
"This meet was a pop quiz for 
some of our runners who have been 
injured, to see if they were ready to 
compete in higher stress meets," 
Nichols said. 
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lnvite-----
Continued from page 20 
pleased with the fast times our ath-
letes ran." 
In the weight events, Tara 
V anCauwenberge and Liz DeRose 
led the way with ECAC and state 
qualifying throws in the javelin and 
discus, respectively. 
Several women also turned in 
double-qualif yingperf onnances for 
the ECAC and state meets. Sprint-
ers Shelley Pace in the 100 and 200-
meter run, Laura Young in the400-
meters and Jen Potter in the 400 
intermediate hurdles will all be in 
post-season action. 
Several athletes experimented 
with new events, too.Larkin helped 
out in the400-meterrelay and Adam 
Eigenrauch turned in a strong per-
fonnance in his first 3000-meter 
steeplechase. 
Graduate with honors. 
PYRAMID MALL 
607•272•9734 
CASUAL 
CORNER 
Pyramid Mall 
Pyramid Mall 
Serve a delicious coldcut platter from 
I 
C O L D C U T IANJ&ff iLtot001 Party Platter 3 om Nonce , 
,/ Choke of coldcuts (roast heel, -~orned beef, 
horn, turkey- breast, pastrami, salami, 
,/ Choice of cheeses (American, Swiss, 
provolone, mozzarella, muenster, cheddar) 
I 
,/ lettuce, tomato, onion, mustard, mayo, 
russian dressing, breads and roslls 50 
,/ Cole~ow & potato salad 4 
,1 Plates, napkins, utensils per p01son , 
Irving's Deli at your 
Graduation Party 
1r 272-IRVS141sn 
/1,lwr..% Irving's 
GOOD deli-
H9 S. Cayuga • Ithaca, NY 
IRVING DEUVERS 'TIL I A.M. 
MC & VISA welcome • Free delivery w/ $5 order 
qlfTtRTttOUGttTS 
~OUTIOUL 
Pyramid Mall 
t ~or co-sponsoring by providing clothing for the fashion show! 
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Big Red. bats bash: RoSeiig8rd.ilDd·•WiB st1eak:_ 
By Scott L. Matson 
The Ithac~ College baseball team bit off 
more thari theycould~.h~w when they hosted 
Divisioq I Cornell Tuesday. 
in the third inning, and were able to play On the other hand, the one loss does not. . Kol~ was the only Bomber to have two .hj.ts, 
loose and with confidence," said Tom Ford worry_ the Bomber mentor. . . · . . '. · bof:11 ~ingles. _ . . . · ·: _ . . . · 
'79, the Cornell head coach. Once a player "We just lost one game, we've done that - , ,, .. JC 13 ~larks~~-~ GalQe 1 .. 
for Valesente, Ford is· now across the clia- before/'_ Valeserite said. . .... ·. · IC 6 .. Clark~n 3 Ga~e 2 ·· 
mond from ~e long-~e Bomber baseball IC 8 St. Lawrence 2 Game 1 .TheClarkson"9olderiKnigntsopenedth~ii-. 
BASEBALL mentor. IC 11 ·st. Lawrence 1 Game 2 seasonatFreemanFieldagainsttheBombers 
Cornell sealed the victory with a five-run The Sunday doubleheader brought two (13-5). .. 
The Bombers dropped the first half of the explosion in the sixth inning. Randy Koch wins and two strong pitching performances '!'fheir mistakes escalated, and it really 
Mayor's Trophy Series at Bucky Freeman blooped a single over the drawn in Bomber from Bomber starters. looked like their first game," V alesente said. 
Field. infield, tallying his third run batted in (RBI) Game one was all Mike Santora. The In the first game, Kevin Farrell shut down 
Ithaca has claimed the trophy each of the on the day. Two sloppy throwing plays by sophomore hurled six innings, allowing one the Clarkson hitters, relinquishing three hits 
last three years, and still holds a 10-4 series catcher Steve Goldberg and Smith advanced earned run and striking out nine. With the and fanning six. 
advantage, despite losing 11-3 this year. two runners into scoring position. · win, Santora improved his record to 4-1. The Bomber bats attacked Knights starter 
It clid not take long for the Big Red to put Freshman relief pitcher John Moors en- "Things went well for me today. I'm Tim Eisenhart for 13 hits and 13 runs in his 
some runs on the scoreboard. In the top half tered and the Red greeted him with three hits. getting there," Santora said. five innings of work Coleman, Joe Wilson 
of the third inning, they plated three runs on The inning ended with a Bomber double In his last outing, he went the distance and Eric Ziobro all homered for the Bombers. 
three hits. Bomber starting pitcher Jeff play, but the damage had already been done. tossing a two-hit shutout against the Univer- Coleman's round-tripperr moved him to 
Rosengard fell behind in the count and The inning ended with Cornell taking a size- sity of Rochester. Santora, known for throw- sole possession of fifth on the career home 
struggled. able 10-1 lead. ing a good curve, had the bender working run list with 20. Theseniorfirstbasemanaiso 
"I was just not able to hit the comers and The usually ·powerful bats never got hot against the Saints. owns the seventh slot on the career RBI list 
I could not survive. It was just a long day," for the Bombers. Junior second baseman The Bombers established an 8-0 lead in with 122. He is just five away from assistant 
Rosengard said. Chad Kolb' s double was the lone extra base- the first inning and never lost control of the coach Brian Parrotte (1986-88). 
The Big Red made easy work out of hit in an eight hit showing. . game. Thehitparadewasnotasloudasusual, TheGoldenKnightskeptthesecondgame 
Rosengard again in the fifth inning. Back-to- "Nobody's hitting, they [Cornell] got the however, as the Bombers could not muster close- for a while. The Knights scored three 
back singles resulted in Rosengard' s depar- breaks, but we clidn't make our own breaks. one extra-base hiL · runs in the top of the first inning off Bomber 
tore and Cameron Smith's entrance. I know that I'm leaning back and I'm trying Saints starting pitcher Joe Agosto pitched starting pitcher Keith Beach. 
"Jeff lost a little pop on his fastball. He to work out of the slump," first baseman Rob five innings and allowedeightruns, with only IC answered the call by scoring three runs 
also walked four, which he doesn't do," Coleman said. two earned. Five Saint errors assisted in the of their own in the bottom half of the same 
Bomber head coach George Valesente said. "As quick as you get into a streak, you can Bomber victory. inning. Beach (2-0) tossed a complete game 
Smith surrendered a third single in the get into a slump," Coleman added. What do four hits and zero runs over six eight-hit, seven strikeout game. 
inning to load the bases. The sophomore Entering the Mayor's Trophy contest, the innings do to a pitcher's earned run average The difference for the Bombers came in 
righthanderthen walkedRedrightfielder John Bombers had won six in a row and 15 of their (ERA)? Just ask Bomber starter Ed Mahoney. the fifth inning. . 
Telford on four straight pitches forcing in the last 16. The big loss served as a rude awaken- The freshman hurler dropped his ERA from A sacrifice fly from Paul Pedone, double 
fourthrunofthegame. A sacrifice fly scored ing. 4.56 to 3.64 in just one start. to left by Vic Leon and Dave Mahoney's 
the second run of the inning. "Maybe we're not as good as we thought Nine Ithacabat~rsdishedout 10 hits, only single all drove in runs to round out the 
"The key was to play aggressive. We did we were," Valesente admitted. twostartersclidnotregisterin thehitcolumn. scoring. 
Track squad opens season in downpour; hosts It~aca Invitational 
By Marc J. Dovi 
The weather this spring has forced the 
track and field team to cancel two meets 
already this season and a thunderstonn last 
Saturday caused an hour delay in their meet 
However, despite the poor conclitions 
after the downpour, the second annual Ithaca 
Invitational saw a record team turnout and a 
TRACK AND FIELD 
number of Bomber athletes qualify for post-' 
season action. 
"It's been along five weeks between com-
petition for most of our runners, so they were 
readytogetbackintoaction,"headcoachJim 
Cornell Concert Commission 
Presents: (S 
SUNDAY - MAY 3 
violent femmes 
~Fishbone 
BLUE 'OYSTER ·c ULT 
With Special Guest: 
TRIBE 
Barton Hall • Cornell Univ. 
- General Admission -
--------
. ~~A4.57e'Re 
'CALL FOR TIX 
• Syracuse· - (315) 47l-0700 
Binghamton (607) 722.-7'02 
. Bufialo (716) 852-5000 
Rochester (716) 232-1900 
Cornell Students 
Tickets on Sale NOW 
atWSH.$13 
(2 tickets per CU ID) 
General Public 
. Tickets on Sale Thurs., 
April 16. $16 at Rebop 
Records, Ithaca Compact 
Disc and TicketMaster 
Nichols said: "We saw some excellent per-
formances in a very competitive meet" 
Some notable performances by the Bomb-
ers were Arny Vanaskie's 100-meter dash 
(12.9) that saw her qualify for -states, the 
Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference 
(ECAC) meet, and met the provisional stan-
dard for nationals. 
Sponsored 
by 
ICES-
and 
SOAR 
Jlenefit 
Another sprint ~ialist, Jason Jackson, 
raced to first in the 100-meter run (10.6) as 
well as posting a time that automatically 
qualified him for the national meet. 
"I think we're further ahead-than usual 
because we had several extra weeks to train 
and get stronger," Nichols said. "I was very 
See "Invite," page 19 
IN 
THE QUAD 
Only 
$2 
"Suggested 
Donation" 
SATURDAY 
A_PRlL15t~ 1-5 PM 
. Brotfte,r /1/eqt 
for Sovls. !hull 
Bu5/Jriver 
for 
Cayuga 
Nature Center 
and 
Friendship 
Center D~e. liJgifle-
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Struggling taxers fall to ·Dragons and Lions 
By Rorie-Pickman 
The. Ithaca College women·s 
lacrosse team defeated Trenton 
State S-4 last year. After lhat loss, 
the defending national champions 
had something to prove when they 
hostedthe-Bombersathome Satur-
day af~oon. 
They -did, def eating the 
Bombers 15-2,giving Ithaca its sixth 
loss of the season. 
WOMEN'S 
LACROSSE 
"Wehave to admit that, for this 
year, wearenotattheirlevel,"head 
coach Andrea Golden said. 
She said that Trenton State 
played very well, whiletheBombers 
had some trouble in the mid.field 
with a great amount of turnovers. 
Ithaca was double-teamed and could 
not work the ball fast enough against 
the Trenton defense. 
The Lions scored the first seven 
goals of the mime, with the first one 
coming less than a minute into the 
contest. 
The Bombers scored their first 
and only goal of the hat( at the 
21:39 mark. Th~ goal came from 
junior attack/midfield Lisa 
Feinstein. · 
Trenton State increased its lead 
by four in the second half, to give 
them an 11-1 lead. Ithaca junior 
attack/midfield Jeannine Joseph 
scored the Bombers' second goal at 
the 9:36mark. The assist came from 
junior Julie Stone. 
TheLionsscoredfourmoregoals 
after the Bomber tally. The win 
improved their season record to 7-
0, while the Bombers fell to 2-6. 
Golden said that Trenton State is 
not invincible, but her team couldn't 
get their attack going. "They can be 
beaten but you have to get the ball 
b~yond their midfield. We just 
couldn't do that," Golden said 
Another problem for IC was its 
lack of winning face-offs. The. 
- Bombers only had five draw con-
trols in the game, three from Stone. 
"We have to toughen up a little bit 
more," Golden said. 
SophomoresKarenHollan~and 
Robin Boughey played in goal for 
the Bombers. Boughey played in 
her first game since Lock Haven 
back on March 28. She had been out 
with ,walking pneumonia. 
Both Hollands and Bougheyhad 
six saves in the game. Hollands 
allowed 10 goals and Boughey let 
in five. 
Cortland 8, IC 6 
Earlier in the week, the Bomb-
ers played on the road against local 
rival SUNY Cortland. Although 
they were competitive in this game, 
. they fell to the Red Dragons, 8-6. 
The game did not start well for 
IC. "We got ourselves in a hole 
early," Golden said. 
The Red Dragons scored the first 
goal of the half, but the Bombers 
tied the score with a goal from 
Joseph at the 2:56 mark. Cortland 
added three more to take a 4-1 
·halftime lead. 
In the second half, the Bombers 
outscored·the Red Dragons, 5~. 
but they needed more than that to 
make up for their play in the first 
half. 
Joseph scored two goals in the 
half with one assist, and Feinstein 
had two goals of her own. Sopho-
more attack Tara Szigethy had the 
other goal in the half. 
Hollands played in goal and 
made eight saves, with eight goals 
allowed. 
"Cortland handled the ball bet-
ter than we did," Golden said, "Our 
midfield play was not very steady 
and this was costly." 
Despite Joseph finding a crease 
a couple of times and Feinstein 
having some nice shots at goal, 
Golden said the team needed to 
take more time to handle the ball. 
"We had some costly turnovers 
at the end of the second lialf which 
put the game out of reach and our 
thought selection at goal could have 
been better," Golden said 
Golden said she was very im-
pressed by the strong playing of the 
Red Dragons ... They were aggres-
sive and played as a good unit," she 
said. "When they do that, you have 
to be a little more studious as far as 
what you try to do against them." 
Golden said her squad's perfor-
mance was a respectable one, but it 
needs to reduce the number of 
offensive chances that the oppo-
nent receives. 
"We need to control the tempo 
of the game if we want to have some 
success. We have to keep playing 
like a team," Stone said. 
Stone said, .. We have to try and 
toughen up a little bit more and our 
schedule does not get any easier. 
We have an uphill battle and we 
know it," Stone said. 
Johnson's strong pitching cannot stop Cortlan~ jinx 
By Bill Gelnian 
The Bomber softball team lost a 
doubleheader to Cortland State 
Tuesday afternoon and won two 
games at the Red Dragon Softball 
Classic last week, to put their sea-
son record at !6--8. 
SOFTBALL 
IC was shutout in the first game 
against the ninth-ranked Red Drag-
ons 2-0. Head coach Deb Pallozzi 
said that the Bombers played very 
well in the first game. 
"We outhit the Dragons eight to 
six, but they. bunched their hits 
together to get runs," Pallozzi said. 
Ithaca had a tough loss in the 
second garrie of the twinbill. The_ 
Bombers had a 4-2 lead going into 
the bottom of the seventh, but 
Conland tied it up and eventually 
beat Ithaca 5-4. 
The Ithaca squad has lost three 
games to the Red Dragons this year. 
Pallozzi said the Bombers do not 
have specific problems when they 
faceCortland "Wejustmakecostly 
mistakes at bad times. We had them 
beat two times in the seventh inning 
and lost," Pallozzi said. 
The Bombers faced two SUNY 
schools, Albany and New Paltz, in 
the Red Dragon tournament. 
Against Albany on Friday, Ithaca 
won, 2-1. Pallozzi said that the team 
looked a little flat, but came through 
in the clutch. 
Stacy Johnson went eight 
innings, giving up one earned run 
on four hits. She struck out five en 
route to her 12th victory of the year. 
Johnson's batterymate, catcher 
Maura Keenan, provided the game-
winning hit in the eighth inning. 
IC's next game against New 
Paltz was a welcome break. The 
team scored seven runs in the first 
inning on its way to a 10-0 _win. 
The New Paltz pitcher gave up 
nine earned runs and seven hits, 
while walking IO Ithaca batters in 
the process. ·. 
Meanwhile, Johnson was sharp 
once again. She gave up one hit and 
struck out seven. In the process, she 
became Ittiaca College's all-time 
strikeout I&clet-t'.t.ith 161 whiffs in 
41 contests through Tuesday. 
According to Pallozzi, first 
baseman Missy Foley and Johnson 
are two players who have played 
well this season. ..Missy Foley 
hasn't had too much time to get 
experience, but she has really 
stepped in," Pallozzi said. 
Foley is leading the team with a 
.407 batting average and 33 hits. 
She has stolen six of seven bases 
this season. 
Johnson is the only pitcher left 
on the staff because of in juries, and 
she has come through for the Bomb-
ers, with a 13-5 record and a 1.31 
earned run average through Tues-
day. 
The toughest part of the year 
may be just ahead for the Bombers. 
"Thenexttwo [games] are very big 
because we will be facing a lot of 
regional opponents," Pallozzi said. 
"The end of the year exams and 
papers bring on some outside 
pressures." 
- i- . \_ I 
l.n Iba 
Waterfront 
f~~ -~~~~~2.~,~ .. ~~\~~~~ 
~ 1 THE PROTESTANT COMMUNITY AT I.C. 
fJ, invites you to - l~ 
f, j{61~~1:1( ~ 
J ----~~~ - Cit 
Thursdays are Party Nights. 
Fridays and Saturdays are 
College Nights. 
Cover charge is just 
$2-.00 - under. 2J 
$1.00 - 21 and over 
with a college I.D. 
Drink Specials! 
-~~~on- -the~ -Waterfront 
, ·,02 Wilow In. 
2774811 ~o, .. 272-3381 ·. 
Maundy Thursday 
Service of Tenebrae 
(Music, Scripture, Candles, Guest) 
9 p.m., Muller Chapel 
__ Good Pp.day Ecumenical Service 
3 p.m., Muller Chapel 
Easter Worship Celebration 
11:30 a.m., Muller Chapel 
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U.THE. ITHACAN- April lf, 199,2 r .. 
· Coi1.q· uest--.on:~:tbe,;·¢o•~ts ~~~iit.f~ 2:~~k~~ge:::·_, : 
. · · · · · .. · ·· · ·' · · · · ··· " ··· · · · keeps the duo's· hopes of malcing game. "They took over when they 
~ ~ · .C · . · before. "Theyareconcenttatingbet- . p - 11 d -· · -· th~ Nationals_ ~ve. · · . ,. . ·. -. : ,. · ·--~~ ~~g th~--!~eoff~,-~~ · 
·.t tuee toes ter tluin·.~r~~¢; aiid-~~y_aie ~- .. au . _~:a. '~-:~.". ,"_., ·. - . Thursday;theBombeisde~~ _· .. _fO~~.!fingt}Je~~~•:-he~~ ·-.: 
d b cally domg a better Job,",he saia. . ·. . . ,.· . . .. ·· nv~ C(?rtlan~ S~te. _The ~~~ , · Iri anoth~.'.~ -perf~~~--PUfge y Sa~y saw ~e ~umber !->ne women to_.-:Wlll. w~ ~ first for _the Bo~bers:~ ,fr(?mJhelCm1dfi~l~._Bianch1 S 
singles player, Erik SIIDpson, ID a ... ·1· ,: ·a· the1nnaug~spnngseason,im,d1~ strong p~y was J01!1e4 by a _two racketmen closematch.Heeventually~nby over Cort an improvedtheu-rec~rdto 1-2. goaloulingfromKristandathree 
a score of 7-6, 5-7, 6-3. SIIDpson · Head coach Aziz Paul Kommel goal game from Florczy?'- . 
By Dickon Geddes 
After last week's 7-2 defeat by 
Hobart, men's tennis head coach 
Tim Faulkner had asked the team 
for more passion and commitment 
when they played. 
MEN'S TENNIS 
His request was granted. 
The team won its last four 
games. Oarkson and Alfred were 
defeated by scores of 9-0. 
Saturday they sweptasideHartwick 
by blanking the Warriors 9-0. 
Thursday saw a changed lineup for 
the Bombers, but the result was the 
same. IC won by a score of 6-3. 
"I am pleased with the way 
things are going," Faulkner said. 
"However, we have a tough sched-
ule n~xt week, so the team cer-
tainly has their hands full." 
Two of the three teams the 
Bombers play next week are RPI 
and SUNY Oneonta. According to 
Faulkner, these two teams are the 
toughest other than Hobart. 
Last year, Ithaca squeezed past 
SUNY Oneonta by a score of 54. 
They will meet RPI for the f"rrst 
time in regular season when they 
travel to Troy. N.Y. 
"It will be very interesting to 
see how they [the Bombers] per-
form against these two teams," 
Faulkner said. 
Faulkner said that the team's 
mental attitude was also better than 
said afterward that he knew the By Brian Chuck . saidhewaspleasedwitheveryone's Joe Mahoney, Ithaca s version 
match was close. The Ithaca College women's performance against Cortland. · of a vacuum cleaner. also had a 
"Both of us played very well," tennis team was on both ends of Yankocontinuedherexcellenceby career day with a personal best 15 
the sophomore said, ·~e differ- blowouts last week. After whip- winning her first singles match, 6- ground balls. 
ence was that in the third set, he got ping Cortland State 8-1 Thursday, 2, 6-0. She then teamed with Dunkiel On the defensive side of things, 
tired whereas I did not" the Bombers fell to Binghamton for an 8-4 first doubles victory. the Bombers were graced with the 
Faulkner said that although State 7-2 on Monday. Dunnkiel also won her second return of goaltendei: Dale ~eely 
Simpson played very well, he was ---------- singles match: 7-5, 6-:4· from a_ t~o 'Yeek ~ with an 
prone to making the odd mistake. WOMEN'S TENNIS The most 1mpress1ve play may elbow mJury m the third quarter. 
"Erik is getting better all the time. ---------- have come from Paul. Play!Dg in Th~ Bomber veteran had _three 
However he can still work a bit on The loss continued a history of her second singles match m her saves m one half of work. His un-
his serving," Faulkner said. dominance that the Colonials have three-year college career, Paul was derstudy, Mike B~, opened the 
Faulkner also said Cary Gruber over the Bombers, including a victorious, 6-2, 4-6, 6-0. first half with a sluggish first 9uar-
was more focused on _his playing. match during the fall season. "I "It's an adjustment," Paul said ter but settled down and fimshed 
"Heisservingalotbetterthan what don't know, maybe Binghamton of playing singles. "I'll have to gain with six ~es. 
hewasdoing.Ijusthopethathecan has a curse on us," senior Vicki nioreconfidence." Although Neely was happy to 
win on Monday or Tuesday of next Paul said. "Wsjustmental attitude. Kammel said that Paul is tough return to action, he was not happy 
week,andsogainmoreconfidence," We're definitely a better playing to beat when she is playing well. with hi~ performance. 
Faulkner said. team." "Shecanreallygetintoarolewhere "This was the worst I have 
"Th . Whatever the reason for the everything she hits is a winner," he played in the last three or four 
.1 , ey are concentrating Binghamton success, no one had · said. . years. It was great to be back and 
better than before, and the answer on the courL Sopho- Paulcompletedthedaybyteam- allbutididnotreallyplaythatwell 
they are basically doing more Julie Y ankosuffered her first ing with Kelly Laughan for a 10-2 this aft~a:?n," Neely -~d. 
a better job.". tsJ_~~thespringinstraightsets,6- vic~~i::~r~,d~:!~\ictories thei~::~~~s~:~;i~= 
-head coach Tim Faulkner The team's lone singles' win came from fifth singles Beth to a lingering heel injury. 
Gruber said that he thought he crune courtesy of Cheryl Dunkiel. Meyers, sixth singles Lisa Bronitt Last year's leading scorer, 
was playing well at the moment, The match was no laugher for her, and the doubles team of Jodi Ross Brian Ferry, is still questionable 
and was looking forward to post as she was forced into a second set and Elyse Slepien. with mononucleosis. 
season play at the Empire Athletic tiebreaker. Thefinalscorewas6-5, Kommelsaidhehopestheeffect The Bombers will travel to 
Association (BAA) championship 7-6 (7 4). of the loss will be the same as in the Hartwick for another EAA contest 
at Rensselaer. Dunkielcreditedpastexperience fall. "After our fall loss to them on Saturday. 
Faulkner said next week's againstheropponentasbeingpartly [Binghamton],ourteamreallycame TheWarriorfastbreakandspeed 
matches could be decided by the responsibleforhervictory. "I.know on strong," Kommel said. will pressure the Ithaca net. 
doubles play. "We have been beat- how she plays," she said. "I knew · The terun's next action comes "They are really going to come 
ing some good teams, and losing to what I had to do." this weekend at the Middlebury In- at us on Saturday. They have a big 
some good teams. I just hope that The only real positive of the vitational Tournament, which will revengefactorwithusbeatingthem 
theteamconcentrateshardandper- match was Yanko and Dunkiel's featureseveralteamstheBombers last year in that one goal game 
fonnaswellastheyarecapableof." doubles win. The previously have not seen before. here," Bianchi said. 
Advertisement 
ACC REQUESTS COOPERATION COLLEGE CIRCLE 
American Community Cablevision is urging all IC students 
to follow the enclosed instructions when disconnecting 
their cable service: 
Do not call the office if you have any ACC equipment (converter/remote). Equipment must be returned in order 
to disconnect your account. IC students can return 
equipment to the express booth at the Campus Center. 
April 28-30 and May 5-7 from 11a.m.-2p.m. 
You can also return the equipment to 519 W State St at the 
expresf. booth located in the rear of the building. 
Basic only (no equipr1ent) or students transferring service 
to a new address should call 272-3456. 
The best times to call are Tuesday, Wednesday or 
Thursday 9:30a.m.-7p.m. 
All balances must .:>e paid at time of disconnection. 
_Mastercard and Visa are accepted for your co~venience. 
We Deliver the Fastest Darkest Tan in Town! 
: 4i7-TANft41tw -~-
: · ~ SON TAN CENTER i 
; . ~ 
: ns Let us help you get an ·early 
_.._ ~tele~ o\ start on your ·summer tan 
~cn8:': 
-\f,J\\'O r e9u\at 
_. af\~ t cv-.a9e •-------a111111.----------• '; ·09~~ 
.. ,. \81'"' 
Apartments 
v'Gorgeous 
v'New 
v'Huge Spaces 
v'Extra Bath 
v'Distinctive Furniture 
v'Beautiful Finishes 
v'On-Site Laundry 
v'Much More ... 
ACT NOW FOR.BEST VALUE 
.IN 2, 3, 4 BEDROOMS.FOR 
' - ·JUNE OR·A·U<;UST. 
PLE,NTI~UL FREE:PARKING, 
FIVE - MINUTE WALK-TO CAMPUS 
217.;.J22l to -Tour ~: · ·. 
. .. . ~ -
~.. ' 
Single Facial Bed 
5 sessions 
* Triple Facial Bed 
5 sessions 
~-- . 
-'· 
'• 
for 
$25 for $35 
WOLFF TANNING BEDS 
M-F 8AM-9PM 5 at &Sun 9AM -5PM 272- 598 
609 W.Clinton St. Expires 4/25/92 
( Corner Rt.13 & Clinton St.) 
I •. , -. -. - , 
; AplliJ-:l6,·:(992· - ............ ~ . · .. _ ... ,. 
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Compiled by Aaron Williams 
BOMBER-'SCOREBOARD __ , · ·-- :·· A1HLETE 'OF 
THE.WEEK·. 
THE WEEK AHEAD 
• •I April 9-Apl'il 15 April 16-April 22 
,aas;baH (17·6, 8:0 EAA) 
April 11 . 
Ithaca 13, Clarkson o 
Ithaca 6, Clarkson 3 
April 12 
Ithaca 8, St Lawrence 2 
Ithaca 11, Sl Lawrence 1 
April 14 
Camell 11, Ithaca 31 
§oftban '16:8) 
April 10 
Ithaca 2, Albany SL 1 (8 innings) 
Ithaca 10, New Paltz O (5 innings) 
April 11 _ 
· Ithaca vs. Staten Island, ppd. 
Ithaca vs. SUNY Cortland, ppd. 
April 14 
SUNY Cortland 2, Ithaca 0 
.. · . April 11' . 
Trenton SL 15, Ithaca 2 
April 15 
Ithaca 13, William Smith 1 
Men's Outdoor Track 
April 11 
Competed in Ithaca Invitational 
April 15 
Competed against SUNY Binghamton 
Women's Outdoor Track 
April 11 
Competed in Ithaca Invitational 
April 15 
Competed with SUNY Binghamton 
Women's Varsity Crew {5-0} 
Aprif 11 
' I 
Aprll 16 . Men's Lacrosse at Hartwick 
Golf at Skidmore Invitational 1 p.m. 
10a.m. 
Women's Lacrosse at Stlawrence 
Aprll 17 2 p.m. 
Baseball at Utica 
3 p.m. Aprll 19 
No teams in action 
Men's Tennis at Rensselaer 
3p.m. 
Men's and Women's Track at SUNY 
Albany Invitational 
4p.m. 
Aprll 18 
Crew at Temple with Rhode Island and 
Villanova 
10a.m. 
Men's and Women's Track at SUNY 
Albany Invitational 
10a.m. 
Aprll 20 
Baseball at Mansfield 
3:30p.m. 
Aprll 21 
Softball at LeMoyne (doubleheader) 
3p.m. 
Baseball at SUNY Cortland 
3:30p.m. 
Women's Lacrosse at Hamilton 
3:30p.m. 
SUNY Cortland 5; Ithaca 4 (9 innings) 
Ithaca 7:18, Colgate 7:52 
I Aprll 22 
Men's Tennis {S-2} . 
April9 
Ithaca 6, LeMoyne 3 
April 10 
Ithaca 9, Hartwick O 
April 13 
Ithaca 9, Alfred 0 
April 15 
Ithaca 7, Clarkson 0 
April 12 
Ithaca 7:56, William Smith 8:18 
Men's Lightweight Crew {6-0} 
April 11 
Ithaca 6:10, Comell 3V 6:12 
Ithaca 6:10, SUNY Buffalo 6:45 
April 12 
Ithaca 6:53, Hobart 6:58 
Men's Heavyweight Crew {3-2) 
April 11 
Ithaca 6:04, Colgate 6:30 
Special to the Ithacan/ Pat Reyno_lds 
Stacy Johnson 
Baseball at Hamilton 
Softball at Eastern Connecticut 
(doubleheader) 
On the-Air 
1 p.m. 
1 p.m. 
Golf at Hobart with Elmira 
1 p.m. 
Men's and Women's Track vs. SUNY 
Binghamton and Hamilton 
1 p.m. 
Men's Tennis vs. RIT 
3p.m. 
BASEBALL 
Cornell 11, Ithaca 3 (April 14) 
Men's Lacrosse (9-0. 3-0 EAA} 
April 11 April 12 
The senior was crowned the all-
time strikeout' leader In Hhaca 
College softball history last 
week, as she struck out 23 
opposing batters In four 
games. Johnson has 161 
strikeouts, surpassing Kathy 
Volpl's (1984-87) total of 156. 
The rlght:hander accomplished 
this feat In just 41 games In two 
years. It took Volpl four years 
and 67 games to record her 
mark. Last week against 
Scranton, she struck out 11 In 
13 Innings, and In the Cortland 
State Tournament she K'd 12 In 
two games. In the two losses at 
SUNV Cortland Tuesday, 
Johnson pitched both games, 
allowing only two earned runs 
In 16 innings of work. 
This week's schedule of games 
broadcast on 92-WJCB and 106-VIC 
radio, 
Baseball 
Cornell 003025010-11131 
Ithaca 000 011 100- 3 8 2 
Ithaca 14, Clarkson 12 
April 15 
Ithaca 12, RIT 10 
Women's Lacrosse (2-7) 
April9 
SUNY Cortland 8, Ithaca 6 
Hobart 6:57, Ithaca 7:03 
Golf {3-2) 
April 11 
Ithaca 206, Alfred 209 
Ithaca 206, St Bonaventure 232 
\ 
a:.. > 
April 21-WICB, VIC 
Ithaca vs. SUNY Cortland 
(3:20 p.m.) 
Lacrosse 
Aprll 18-WICB 
Ithaca at Hartwick 
(12:50 p.m.) 
Neil Simon's 
Barefoot in 
the Park 
Alber and Zimmerman; Rosengard, 
Smith (5), Moores (6), Saccamano (9) 
and Goldberg, Shelsy (8). 
W- Alber, 1-0. L- Rosengard, ·2-2. Sv-
none. HRs- none. 
... by America's favorite play~right! 
..... 11..A.MM; .... .&J,.jW.,.,1,J.,1'-J.,l ............. -.. ...... ~ ....... - ....... -------<-,al,4.,,1&..1""'-""'-'..U-~~ ...... ....,_-'t,.,I~ 
Dinner Theatre .in the Emerso·n Suites 
' - -_ 
Monday, April 27, 1992 at 6 p.m. 
Tickets on sale,·through Wednesday, April 22 
10 a.m. - 2 p.m. in the Campus Center 
Cost with meal card - $3 
$15 for p~ople not on the meal plan 
Limited Seating! 
< 'ta 
"W:) ... ----~~~---------------
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· Re.cords and RIT fall 
Lacrosse garners league win, track hosts meet Wednesday 
By Jason Gonella 
The Iihaca College men's la-
crosse team won anothec big con-
ference game Wednesday afternoon 
against the RIT Tigers. With the 
victory,theBombersimproved their 
Empire Athletic Association record 
~3-0. . 
MEN'S- LACROSSE 
Krist's goals pulled.the Bomb-
ers within one goal of the Tigers 
with 5:14 left in the first half. Joel 
Flon:zyk scored on a nice crossing 
shot to tie the game. Shoulberg 
scored the eventual game-winner 
with 23 seconds lefL 
ByMarcDovi 
The track and field team had a 
rare weekday meet Wednesday, as 
theyhostedSUNY Binghamton and 
Cornell University in anon-scoring 
meeL 
AftertheBomberstookthelead, TRACK AND FIELD · 
R1T resorted to penalties to tty to 
slow the dominating Bombers. "This meet was basically for the 
The IC Jaxmenjumped all over field events and the sprint/speed 
Although the Bombers looked the Tigers in the third quarter, ev~nts," head coach Jim-Nichols 
sluggish throughout the game, they outscoring them 5-1 and control- said. "Some of our athletes needed 
escaped with a 12-10 victory to lingthetempothroughoutthequar- an opportunity to do events they 
raise their record to 9-0. ter. couldn't do during indoor track." 
The Bombers were lead by a four- Except for a late fluny by the The brisk wind kept tempera-
goal, two-assist perfonnance from Tigers in the fourth quarter, the tures on South Hill down and kept 
Charlie Sboulberg. The junior at- Bombers basically had complete the times a bit high, as very few 
tacklookedas:tlashyashedidinthe control of the game after the half- runners matched their times from 
early pan of the season against way point of the second quarter. the Ithaca Invitational, Saturday. 
Cortland State, when he scored ThekeytotheICvictorywasthe lnoneofthelongereventsofthe 
seven goals and had two assists. switch from Krist to Jim Bianchi on day, Gloria Hill ran to first place in 
Shoulberg was aided by fellow the faceoff. the 1500-meters, as she posted a 
attackman Paul Ramos who had Bianchi won a season-high 11 4:58. 
one goal and three assists. faceoffsagainstRITfreshmanTom On the men's side, the 1500-
The Bombers got off to another Ballard. "I faced off against him meter saw a Bomber sweep as John 
slow start as RIT jumped out to an (Ballard) before and I did real well Dickens, Jeff Dickens and Jason 
early 3-2 lead at the end of the first when I played him before so I knew Trumble teamed up in the final lap 
q_uarter. whattodoinordertogettheadvan- and finished with a time of 4:12. 
RIT continued to dominate tage," Bianchi said. · Inthesprints,DaveRussellused 
April u;~ 1992 
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through the first eight minutes of RIT's bead coach Guy Van a strong start to carry _himself to a 
the second quarter, and lead 5-2 Arsdale thought Bianchi's domi- first place in the 400-meter dash Ithacan/Tor Seeman 
until Bill Krist came up with two nating play was a big key in the with a :51.7. Adam Elgenrauch splashes Into the pit during the steeplechase at 
consecutive goals. See "Men's Lax," page 22 See "Track," page 19 the Hhaca lnvHatlonal held this weekend. ··"' -~-- .: _. ,. 
Laxmen net big comeback ·victory. 
By Jason Gonella 
The Ithaca College men's la-
crosse team fell behind early, but 
fought back hard one of their big-
gest wins of the season last Satur-
day afternoon. 
MEN'S LACROSSE 
we had a really hard time gaining 
any kind of momentwn and they 
ended up with the win," Clarkson 
head coach Bill Bergan said. 
The Knights jumped on IC's 
freshman goalie Mike Burns early, 
scoring two goals in 2:42 of the first 
quarter. 
The Bombers came back to tie 
Thelaxmen beat the 11th-ranked on a goal from Flon:zyk and aman-
Golden Knights of Clarlcson Uni- up goal from attack Charlie 
versity 14-12, passing its toughest Shoulberg. TheKnightsthencalled 
test of the season and improving its time out and regrouped to score the 
record to 8-0, the best start of any last three goals in the quarter and 
Bomber team in the program's 26 take a 5-2 lead. 
year history. The middies scored all six 
Led by JoelFlorczyk's two goals Bomber goals in the second quarter 
andthreeassists,thelCmidfielders and took control of the game for 
dominated the game from the . good. 
middle of the first quarter to the Tim Little opened the scoring at 
final whistle. . :31 on a one-on-one move against 
Clarkson had problems ~ping theClaiksongoalie.Danny Sheehan 
upwiththequicklthacateam. "They scored two in a row to tie the game 
[the Bomber middies] came ready at five. 
w play and they really wore us out The teams traded goals until 
with their speed and good decisions , Terry Thompson scored with 3:54 
in bigsituations.Afterourfaststart, left in the half to give the Bombers 
"I think we are proving 
to the nation that we are 
as good as our ranking 
(third). We showed 
today that we could 
comeback against a 
good team and wi~ a 
huge game." 
-Defenseman Mark Maietta 
them are a tribute ro all of the guys, tecting Mike [Bums] in the early 
especially the guys that are eight to going." · 
10 deep," Ithaca h~d coach Jeff "Bumsdidagreatjobforuswith 
Long said. Dale [Neely] being hurt. He has 
Clarkson goalie Chris Macrides good skills and is a hell of a goalie 
had 14 saves, but said IC's ball who is going to be a great player 
movement and the relentless pres- here for a long time," Maietta said. 
sure of 43 shots wore him OUL The 1991 All-American said that 
''They moved the ball real well this was the game that would fl. 
against us and did a good job get- nally get the Bombers some well 
ting the ball to the open man. They deserved respect throughout the 
played really well today and defi- conference and, the country. 
nitely deserve to be the number "I think we are proving to the 
an 8-7 lead, which put the Bombers three team in the nation," Macrides nation that we are as good as our 
in front for good. said. ranking. We showed today-that we 
Overall, the middies were the The middies were not the only couldcomebackagainstagoodteam 
catalystofaveryevenattack.Little, groupofBomberstoapplyalotof. and win a huge game," Maietta 
Thompson, Sheehan and David pressure on Clarkson. said. 
Darcangelo had two goals each, The IC defense harassed the . Itwasthel6thconsecutiveregu-
while fellow middieJoey Mahoney Knig~ts all day and threw them out Jar season win, giving IC ·sole pos-
had one goal. · of therr usually persistent offense. session of first place in the Empire 
"Tim's and Danny's quickness "Mark [Maietta] and Scott Athletic Association. 
really showed through today. All [MacCaull] did real nice jobs ad- Maiettasaid, ''Thereisalotmore 
the guys played their hearts out'and justing to the offenses that they pressure being the team to beat than 
they are really starting to gel and threw at us," Long said. ''The de- the team coming from the back of 
playwelltogether. Theg~things fense di~ a real_ good job taking the pack. Teamsreallyaregunning 
everyone has been saymg about awaythell'twob1gscorersandpro- · forusnowandwehave-tobereacly." 
Johnson strikes her way to new school whiff record .. 
By Scott D. Matthews 
and Willie Rubenstein 
. Softball pitcher Stacy Johnson 
has only been on the South Hill for 
. two years, but she has certainly 
madehermark. Thatmarkhasbeen 
_a."K," and it tends to appear on her 
.opponent's ·half of the scorecard 
when she takes to the mound. 
INTHE 
BOMB·SIGHT 
Wtth 12sttikeouts in two games 
last Friday, Johnson became the 
school's all-time sbikeout leader 
with 161 total whiffs in 41 career 
gam~ She passed K@thy .Volpi, 
who needed four seasons and 67 
games to reach 156 strikeouts •. 
Johnsonalsopickedupthesingle 
season sttikeout record with 82 on 
the season. 
• It seems like we always wind up 
referringtothemen'slacrosseteam 
in this space each week. That's not 
exactly by design, but coach Jeff 
Long'ssquadkeepsgiv,ing·usS(?me- · 
thing else to check on. . 
With their win over 14th-ranked 
RIT on Wednesday,_the Bombers 
ran their season record to 9-0. That 
mark is the best start in the 26-year 
history of the program. 
• 
Also on the .record watch, h~d 
women's lacrosse coach Andrea 
Golde~isonlytwowinsshyoflOO· 
.victories at the school. : . 
She is already the winningest 
women's lacrosse coach·· .jn·. the 
school history. GoldenJs~illl:her· 
12th season a:s the Bombers' 'h°ead 
coach. · 
r 
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